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SECTION I
SUMMARY
The objective of this contract was to develop a gas temperature measurement system with
° compensatedfrequencyresponseofi kHz and capabilitytooperateintheexhaustofa gas
turbinenginecombustor.A reviewofavailablet chnologieswhichcouldattainthisobjective
was done.The most promisingmethodwas identifiedas a two-wirethermocouple,witha
compensationmethodbasedon theresponsesofthetwodifferentdiameterthermocouplesto
thefluctuatinggastemperaturefield.Ina detaileddesignoftheprobe,transientconduction
effectswereidentifiedassignificant.A compensationschemewasderivedtoincludetheeffects
ofgasconvectionand wireconduction.The two-wirethermocoupleconceptwas testedina
laboratoryburnerexhaust o temperaturesofabout3000°Fand ina gasturbinengineto
combustorexhaustemperaturesofabout2400°F.Uncompensatedwaveformsandcompensa-
tionspectraarealsopresented.

SECTION II
INTRODUCTION
The objectiveofthiscontractwastodevelopa gastemperaturemeasurementsystemwith
compensatedfrequencyresponseof1 kHz and capabiliiytooperateintheexhaustofa gas
turbinecombustor.Thiscontractwasaccomplishedinfivetechnicaltasks:
Task1:StudyandSelectionfMethods
Task2:AnalysisofMethodsandSelectionftheMostPromisingMethod
Task4:SystemDesignandTestPlanFormulation
Task5:Fabricationa dTests
Task6"AnalysisofResults.
In Task 1,severalmethodswere identifiedthroughliteraturesearchesusingNASA
RECON, LockheedDialogand DefenseTechnicalInformationCenterSystems.Referencesto
methodsarelistedin AppendixA. Methodswere evaluatedagainstcriteriaforgeometry,
temperature,frequencyresponse,pressure,flowconditions,gas composition,sensorlife,
accuracy,spatialresolution,and vibration.Each method was ratedeithersatisfactoryor
unsatisfactory.ResultsoftheevaluationareshowninTableII.Two concepts,bothbarewire
thermocouples,wereidentifiedinthisevaluationforfurtherstudy.
The two conceptsidentifiedforTask 2,analysisofmethodsand selectionfthemost
promisingmethod,were a single-wirepulseheatedthermocoupleand a dualwirepassive
thermocouple.Bothconceptsuseuniquedataanalysismethodstomeasuretheconvectiveh at
transfercoefficient,hs,in-situ,toderiveacompensationspectrum.Bothconceptswereanalyzed
formechanical,thermaland dataacquisition/reductionsystemcharacteristicstodetermine
whichconceptwouldbechosenfordetaileddesignandtest.Inthemechanicalanalysis,concepts
areverysimilar,andthesamedesignsatisfiesstructuralrequirements.Itwasdiscoveredinthe
thermalanalysisthattheeffectsofthetransientheatconductionweresignificanti herangeof
wirelength-to-diameterratiosrequiredby themechanicalanalysis.A compensationmethod
would thereforenecessarilyincludethe effectsof transientheatconduction.In the data
acquisition/reductionsystemanalysis,everalproblemsin pulseheatingthe singlewire
thermocouplewere identified,includingswitchingfrom pulsingto recordingcircuits,zero
stability,measurementaccuracy,andnumberofdatarecordsrequired.The two-wiretechnique
didnotinvolvethesedifficultiesandwasselectedfordetaileddesignandtesting.
In Task 4,System Designand TestPlan Formulation,detailedmechanicaldesignof
probeswas doneand a testplanwhichaddressedenvironmentalcriteriaw s formulated.In
addition,an analysismethodwhichcompensatesmeasuredwaveformsand includestheeffects
oftransientconductionwascomputerizedandcheckedout.
The designofthetwo-wireprobewhichwasusedinthesubscalecombustortestsisshown
in Figure7.The probewas designedto operatein aerodynamicloadsencounteredin an
atmosphericpressure,Mach = 0.25,hightemperaturecombustionstream.Vibratoryloaddesign
cirteriaof500g'swereimposed.The thermocoupleelementsarebeadlessjunctionsfabricated
usinga proprietaryPratt& WhitneyAircraft(P&WA) method.Use of a beadlessjunction
simplifiesanalysisconsiderably,sincethethermocoupleisthena cylinderincrossflow.
The designoftheprobeusedinthegasturbinenginetestsisshowninFigures5 and 6.
"he probeisdesignedto operateat aerodynamicloadsencounteredin a 20-atmosphere
ssure,Mach = 0.3,hightemperaturecombustionstream.Vibratoryloaddesigncriteriaof
'swereimposed.Thisprobealsousesbeadlessjunctionthermocouples.
A summary of the test plan is shown in Table IV. The test plan addresses all of the
environmental factors specified by NASA.
The data analysis method is described in detail in Task 4. This method was computer
coded and implemented on a Hewlett-Packard 5451C Fourier Analyzer System. The key feature
of the method is determination of the gas heat transfer coefficient (he) from measured
thermocouple response. Compensation for thermal lag and conduction effects may then be done
numerically. The computer model uses a finite-element breakup of the thermocouple \:ire,
support posts and ceramic body and is shown in Figure 11.
In Task 5, Fabrication and Tests, two-wire probes were built and tested. The probe design
in Figure 7 was fabricated for test in a laboratory subscale combustor. The probe as built is
shown in Figure 16. Figure 18 is a photographic record of the 76 _m (0.003 in.) and 250 _m (0.010
in.) diameter thermocouple junctions. These photographs verify that the junctions are indeed
beadless. Figure 41 is a photograph of the subscale combustor probe in the high-temperature
exhaust of the laboratory combustor. Approximately two hours of test time were accumulated
on this probe at temperatures ranging from about 1050K (_1900°F) to 1650K (---3000°F).
Erosion effects were not significant on this Probe.
Figure17 isa photographoftheprobebuiltfortestinginthegasturbinengine.This
probeusedbeadlessthermocouplejunctionssimilartothoseshowninFigure18.The probewas
installedand testedina gasturbinengine.Afterapproximatelyonehouroftesting,the76_m
elementsignalbecameintermittent,and post-testinspectionftheproberevealedthe76 _m
element obe missing.The intermittentnatureofthesignalsuggeststhattheelementfailedat
testpointNo. 6,ata temperatureof-_1225K(_1750°F).Sincethestructuraldesigncriteria
exceedanyloadspresentintheengine,andfromthedurabilityofthesubscalecombustorprobe,
themostlikelyfailurem chanismhasbeendeterminedtobe particulatebombardmentinthe
engine,especiallyduringenginetransients.
In Task 6, subscale combustor data and gas turbine engine data were compensated.
Figure 47 is a plot of waveforms observed from 76 _m (3 mil) and 250 um (10 mil) thermocouples
in the highest temperature subscale combustor test point. Figure 15 is a plot of the 76 um
compensation spectrum derived using the data analysis method from Task 4. Figure 51 is the
compensated waveform for a 100 millisecond portion of waveform. Frequency response for an
instantaneous spectrum was demonstrated to be in excess of 1 kHz, and for an averaged
spectrum, in excess of 1.2 kHz.
Figure 59 is a time waveform of the 76 _m output in the gas turbine engine test at
temperature of _1225K(_1745°F). Figure 65 is the compensation spectrum for the 76 um
thermocouple derived using the data analysis method from Task 4. Figure 67 is a 50 millisecond
record of the compensated 76 _m waveform.
Overall accuracy of the compensation technique was studied by fabricating electrical
circuit analogs to the finite element model of Figure 26. One such model is shown in Figure 27.
Input and output waveforms could be compared in the computer to calculate directly the
compensation spectrum. The data analysis method was also used to calculate a compensation
spectrum. Comparisons between the two compensation methods yielded a key portion of the
total method uncertainty. Uncertainties due to signal to noise ratio and thermocouple wire
diamaters were propagated to give a total error. Table XI is the error stackup for the ensemble
averaged frequency spectra of various types of temperature waveforms. From Table XI, where
the most representative waveforms for actual combustors are 15K peak-to-peak/ _ from 0
to 1 kHz, the error in the 0-200 Hz bandwidth is 6.1%, which exceeds the contract goal of 5 %. In
the 200-1000 Hz bandwidth, the error is 7.6,%, which is less than the contract goal of 10 percent.
Table XII is the error stackup for the same waveforms presented as the compensated
instantaneous time waveforms. For the 15K peak-peak/ V_Hz waveform, the error in the 0-200
Hz bandwidth is 7.4 .%and in the 200-1000 Hz bandwidth the error is 12.9%.
SECTION III
TECHNICAL EFFORTS
A. TASK 1 -- STUDY AND SELECTION OF METHODS
1. Summary
A studyof methodsformeasuringrapidlyvaryinggastemperaturein a gasturbine
combustorenvironmentwas completed.Principalresultsofthisstudywere (1)a literature
searchof temperaturemeasuringmethods,(2)conceptualideasthatlendthemselvesto
developmentofa prototypeinstrument,and (3)consultationwithrecognizedauthoritiesinthe
fieldoftemperaturemeasurement.Allmethodsaccumulatedinthistaskwereevaluatedagainst
criteriasetforthinNASA RFP 3-355995,ExhibitB, and arelistedinTableI.Two methods
werefoundacceptableusingthesecriteria.The firstmethod foundacceptable,a singlewire
pulse-heatedthermocoupleconcept,wasspecifiedintherequestforproposal(RFP).A second
method,a dualwirepassivethermocouplewhichhadbeenattemptedby P&WA, wasalsofound
acceptable.ThesetwomethodswereselectedforfurtherstudyinTask2.
TABLE I.-- SENSOR ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Geometry:.Annularcombtmtor,2 cm < H < 8 cm
Temperature: T _ 1400K (2060°F); T' _ 500K (900°F)
Frequency response: 1 kHz
Pressure: 1.01 × 10_N/M2(10 ATM) < P < 2.02 × 108N/M2(20 ATM)
Flow: v _ 150m/s;v' ~ 50 m/s
Gas composition: Fuel (nominal jet A) and air
Sensor life: 5 hr minimum
Accuracy:. Temperature uncertainty _< 5% for f _< 200 Hz
Temperature uncertainty 10% for 200 Hz < f < 1 kHz
Spatial resolution: D _ 0.5 cm
Vibration: I0_
2. Concept Identification
Literaturesurveyswereconductedand consistedofsearchesusingtheNASA RECON,
LockheedDialog,DefenseTechnicalInformationCenter(DTIC),and UnitedTechnologies
ResearchCenter(UTRC) Library.From theseveralhundredtitleabstractlistingsobtained,
- copiesof92referenceswerereceived.Additionalreferencesandconceptswerealso btainedand
reviewedthroughconsultationwith P&WA instrumentationspecialistsa theGovernment
ProductsDivision(GPD) and CommercialProductsDivision(CPD).Copiesofthesereferences
" were made and are listed in Appendix A. In a few cases the references were in Russian and were
translated.
3. Evaluation/Screening
The final list of candidate measurement systems is presented in Table II, with the results
oftheevaluationfeachcandidategivenwithrespectoeachoftheevaluationcriteria.The _"
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candidate measurement systems were classified as optical or physical techniques. Each
candidate was judged either acceptable or unacceptable in terms of the evaluation criteria in
Table I. Many of the techniques listed in Table II have obvious deficiencies in response and
accuracy. However, two of the techniques warrant further discussion because they are currently
being studied at P&WA and other United Technologies Corporation (UTC) divisions and may
in the future be applicable. These are the Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy (CARS),
and high-speed photography through fiber optics.
Recent experimental demonstrations using the CARS technique indicate this technique
should be considered as a combustion temperature diagnostic; however, when used as a dynamic
sensor the effective frequency response is limited by the Nyquist sampling criteria to a
maximum of one-half the sampling rate. At present, CARS employs pulsed lasers at repetition
rates of between 10 and 50 pulses per second, which implies maximum frequency response of 5
to 25 Hz. An additional drawback is its requirement for direct line of sight between the laser
source and the receiver. The CARS technique therefore seems unsuited to this particular
application at its present stage of development. Once probe lasers with rates of 1 to 2 kHz are
developed, the CARS technique might become a technically superior approach because of its
nonintrusive nature.
Studies of combustion processes using fiber optics and high-speed (5000 frames per
second) photography indicate it is possible to measure dynamic gas temperatures to the
frequency response required; however, the accuracy and spatial resolution requirements would
be difficult to meet at the present state of development.
Based on the results of the evaluation in Table II the single pulse-heated and dual passive
compensated thermocouple systems were acceptable by all criteria and therefore were selected
for further study in Task 2. The pulse-heated dual concept was a third possible candidate (the
only other candidate found acceptable by all criteria). This concept is more complicated than
the other two concepts and would have been considered only if the other two candidates had
failed to meet the program requirements during later studies.
The single pulse-heated concept, described by Yule (reference 1 p. 95), uses one thin-wire
thermocouple to determine a compensation time constant for local flow conditions and is an
improvement over previous methods which used one time constant over a wide range of
conditions. Evaluation of the time constant is made by electrically pulse heating the
thermocouple wire and measuring the resulting decay rates.
The dual passive thermocouple concept suggested by Dils (reference 4 p. 95) employs two
thermocouple wires of different sizes to obtain data necessary for evaluation of the time
constant for each wire. If two thermocouples are positioned in close proximity such that both are
exposed to the same instantaneous temperature and velocity, the difference in their thermal
responses will be governed by their relative diameters. These responses can then be used to
obtain time constants for compensating the thermocouples.
J I| |
TABLE II. -- CANDIDATE SCREENING EVALUATION
Evaluation Criteria
Gas Composition Spatial
Measurement Technique Geometry Temperature Response Pressure Flow Compatibility Sensor Li[e Accuracy Resolution Vibratiotl
Optical Techniques
Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman S S U S S S S S S S
Spect (CARS) U S
High Speed Photography S S S S S S S S
Through Fiber Optics S
Radiation Pyrometry S S U S S S S S S
Physical Techniques
Thermocouples S S
Single -- Passive -- S S U S S S S U
Compensated S S
Single -- Pulsed Cooled -- S S U S S S S S
Compensated S S
Single-- PulseHeated-- S S S S S S S S
Compensated S S
Dual -- Passive -- S S S S S S S S
Compensated S S
Dual -- Pulse Heated -- S S S S S S S S
Compensated
Resistance Thermocouples S
Single Wire -- Compensated S S U S S S S U S
Film on Cooled Glass Tube S S S S S S U S S U
-- Compensated S
Ultrasonic Thermometry S S U S S S S S ,, U
Fluid Oscillator (Edge Tone S S U S S S S U S S
Resonator) U S S
Gas Sampling Probe S S U S S S S
Johnson Noise Thermometry S S U S S S S S S S
Vibrating Wire S U U S S S U S S U
Piezoelectric Resonator U U U S S U S S S S
Key:
S -- Satisfactory
U -- Unsatisfactory
B. TASK 2 -- ANALYSIS OF METHODS AND SELECTION OF THE MOST PROMISING
METHOD
1. Summary
The Task2effortconsistedofdetailedanalysisofthetwbmethodsselectedinTaski.The
principalthrustoftheTask2analysiswastoevaluatehow welleachmethodcouldbemade into
a reliable,fastresponding,high-temperaturemeasuringdevice.Factorsconsideredarelistedin
theTask 2 paragraphofthecontractStatementofWork, and generallyfallintothe two
categoriesofstructuraldequacy/durabilityand measurementaccuracy.The detailedanalysis
was thereforesubdividedintothreemajor subanalysesrelatingto structuraladequa-
cy/durabilityand measurementaccuracy:(1)a structural/material/fabricationanalysis,(2)a
transientthermalanalysis,and (3)a dataacquistion/reductionsystemanalysis.Evaluation
factorsfromTask2 andTableIwereappliedtotheresultsoftheanalysestoidentifythemost
promisingmethod.
The resultsofthestructural/material/fabricationanalysisshowedthatbothconceptual
designsareacceptableType B thermocouplewirewasselectedbasedon a reviewofavailable
materials.A stressanalysisofthistypeB materialrevealedthatthemaximum length-to-
diameteratioforthesmallwireswas 20 to I.The stressanalysisperformedon theprobe
supportstructurevealedthananAl203 ceramicmaterialwasacceptable.
The thermalanalysispredictedthetransientresponseofdifferentsizethermocouplewires
forvariousgastemperaturefluctuationsa dfrequencies.Inaddition,pulseheatingcycleswere
analyzedtodefinetheheatingand coolingratesrequired.The effectsofradiationa d end
conductionlossestothesupportwireswerealsoevaluated.Conductionlosseswerefoundtobe
sufficientlylarge(_67K) atthelowfrequenciesand maximum gastemperaturefluctuations
(_500K);correctionfortheselossesmustbeprovided.A methodforcorrectingwasidentified
foreachconcept.
The dataacquistion/reductionsystemsforthetwoconceptswererefinedand modeledto
predictnoiselevels.Bothconceptswereevaluatedandfoundtomeetaccuracyspecificationsf r
the 1000K peak-to-peakfluctuationsat discretefrequenciesup to 1 kHz (neglectingend
conductionandradiation).Forthemorerealisticcaseof1000Kpeak-to-peakwhitenoise,the
dualwiretechniquewasfoundtoproducemuch moreaccurateresults.The dualwirewas also
judgedto be superiorinitseaseofapplication.Thisisprimarilydue to thedifficultyin
maintaininga stablezerocalibrationreferenceforthepulse-heatedthermocouple,whichisdue
tooff-positionleakagecurrentsinthesolidstaterelaysrequiredtopulseheat.
A finalevaluationwas conductedand resultedin the selectionf the dualpassive
thermocoupleconceptasthemostpromisingconcept.
2. Structural/Material/Fabrication Analysis
This analysis consisted of reviewing thermocouple wire materials and stresses, probe
structural support materials and stresses, and fabrication requirements. The results are
applicable to both concepts because the preliminary conceptual probe configurations shown in
Figures 1 and 2 are very similar.
*
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The resultsofa reviewofpossiblehigh-temperatureth rmocouplewirematerialsshowed
thatonlytheplatinum/rhodiumalloyshavetherequiredhightemperature(1900K)capabilities
alongwithgoodoxidationresistancecharacteristics.N kel-basealloyssuchaschromel/alumel
do nothavehighenoughmeltingtemperatures.Tungsten/rheniumalloyshavehighmelting
temperaturesbutcanbe usedonlyinvacuum and inertatmospheresbecauseofverypoor
I oxidationproperties.The iridium/rhodiumalloyshave highermeltingtemperaturesthan
platinum/rhodiumalloys;however,NBS dataand P&WA experiencewiththesethermocouples
intypicalcombustionenvironmentsreveala problemwiththewiresvaporizingand falling.A
- detailed review of the platinum/rhodium alloys commercially available was made. Tensile
strength, melting temperature, emf output, thermal conductivity, stress to rupture,and specific
heat were reviewed. Tensile and stress-rupture values are higher for increasing rhodium content,
indicating the best thermocouple should have a high rhodium content. The Type B (platinum --
6% rhodium/platinum -- 30% rhodium) was selected over the other commercially available
thermocouple material with rhodium in both alloys (platinum -- 20% rhodium/platinum --
40% rhodium) based on its higher emf output, availability, and known fabrication
characteristics.
A stressanalysisofthesmallthermocoupleprobewireswasperformed,assumingthateach
ofthewireswas a beam supportedatbothends.The maximum allowablewirelengthsfor
variousdiameterwireswerecalculatedbasedon thestressesduetoaerodynamicloadingand
vibration.The wirematerialwas assumedtobe ISA Type B.The allowableg-loadsdue to
vibrationwerealsoassumedtobe 500g.The resultsshowthatthemaximum length/diameter
ratio(fordifferentwirediameters)isaconstant20to1.
A reviewoftheprobestructuralsupportrequirementsrevealedthatthesupportneedsto
operateuncooledinthegasstreamtominimizethermalconductionlossesinthethermocouple
wires.The onlymaterialsidentifiedwhichwouldmeet theserequirementsweretheplati-
num/rhodiumalloysand ceramicsuchasAI203.A stressanalysisoftheproposedstructures
basedon aerodynamicloadingandvibrationshowedthatthemaximum stresswouldbe4.042X
107Newton/meter2(5863psi)andisagainbasedon a 500gvibrationcriterion.A reviewofthe
propertiesofa platinum/30%rhodiumalloyandan Al203ceramicsuchasCoorsAD-99shows
thateitherwouldbe acceptable;however,theceramicouldbe obtainedatconsiderablyless
cost(approximately$1,000vs $10,000).In addition,the ceramichas a lowerthermal
conductivity(lessconductionerror)and isa goodelectricalinsulator.Forthesereasonsthe
ceramicwasselectedfortheprobeconcept.
A reviewofthefabricationrequirementsoftheconceptualdesignsshowninFiguresIand
2 revealedthebasicapproachesareacceptable.Fabricatingbutt-weldedthermocouplewire
junctionswithno weldbeadshad beendemonstratedby P&WA inthewiresizesrequired.
RecentP&WA experienceinfabricatingprobesofsimilardesignindicatedthatthemethodof
attachingthesmallwirestothesupportwires houldbe basedon usingholesdrilledinthe
supportwiresand thesmallerwiresthreadedthroughtheseholesand thenweldedinsteadof
wrappingthesmallerwiresaroundthesupportwires,whichhasprovedtobedifficult.
3. Transient Thermal Analysis
A thermalmodel(showninFigure3)ofthethermocoupleprobewireswas generatedto
evaluatetheeffectsofpulseheating,radiationlosses,andendconductionlosses.The physical
thermocouplejunction,thesmallwire,andthelargersupportwiresweresimulatedby a finite
differencemodel.The gastemperatureswereassumedtobe a mean gastemperatureof1400K
(2520°R)withfluctuationsf_+500K(-900°R).The morerealistic*casedefinedinthedata
acquisitiona alysis,+65K (_117°R),was alsoevaluated.These caseswere evaluatedat
*Engine test data from a 76 .m t/c analyzed in Task 6 exhibited random signal characteristics with measured overall
time waveform amplitudes of about ± 110K ( ± 200°R) uncompensated and ± 670K ( ± 1200°R) compensated.
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Figure 1. Dual Passive Thermocouple -- Preliminary Design Concept
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Figure 2. Single Pulse-Heated Thermocouple -- Preliminary Design Concept
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Figure 4. Predicted Thermal Response -- Maximum Deviation in Predicted Junction
Temperature from a 1st-Order System
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frequenciesof20,100,and 1000Hz. The modelwas alsousedtosimulatethecalibration
proceduresforthepulse-heatedthermocouplebysimulatingtheelectricalheatingandthermal
decayprocess.
Selectedthermocoupleconfigurationsweremodeledfortheworst-caseenvironmental
conditions(maximum temperatureoscillationsa d minimum frequency).Resultsof the
transientsimulations( howninFigure4)indicatehatradiationheatlossesarenotsignificant
(lessthan10K),buttheconductionlossesaretoolarge{maximumof67K)tobeignoredand,
" becauseofstructuralrequirementspreviouslydiscussed,cannotbereducedby makingthewires
longer.
Thisdiscoveryequiredthatanalysisofthemeasuredtemperaturedatabeperformedwith
a second-orderquationcontainingbothconductionand convectionterms,ratherthanthe
simplifiedfirst-orderequationcontainingonlyconvectionterms.The second-ordernergy
equationisa linearequationintimeandspace,whereasthefirst-orderequationisonlytime
dependent.Thisrequireda modificationi the proceduresfordataprocessingoriginally
proposed,sincetheformofthesolutionsofthesecond-ordernergyequationisquitedifferent
fromthesimplerfirst-orderequation.The methoddevelopedfordatareductionisdescribedin
Tasks4 and5.
4. Data AcquisitionlReducUonSystem
The dataacquisitionand reductionsystemsrequiredforthesinglepulse-heatedanddual
passivethermocoupleconceptswererefinedand modeledtopredictnoiselevels.The resultsof
theseanalysesarediscussedfurtherinthefollowingparagraphs.
a. Single Wire Pulse-Heated Concept
A conceptualdesignofthepulseheatingsystemwasmade.The dcpowersupplywassized
at 10 amperesand 200vdcbasedon amperagerequirementestablishedduringthethermal
analysismodeling.The pulserepetitionratewas chosentobe approximately10 Hz (100ms
period)basedon2 × 7.5r(_isthetimeconstant)forthelowestimeconstantanticipatedfora
76 #m (0.003in.)diameterthermocoupleat the contractStatementof Work operating
conditionsandverifiedbythethermalanalysismodel.
The pulseheatingsystemwouldrequirean electroniccontrolunitwhichwouldlimithe
appliedcurrentbasedonthemaximum instantaneoustemperature achedbythethermocou-
pletopreventfailureduetoovertemperaturing.Thiswouldbedoneby sensingthemaximum
instantaneoustemperaturereached uringanyportionofthedecaycycle(currentOFF).It
wouldalsoautomaticallycontroltheheatingcurrentinincrementalstepswhilesensingthepeak
instantaneoustemperature acheduringtheinitialportionofthedecaycycleuntilthedesired
temperatureincrementisreached.Itwouldbemoredesirabletomonitorthetemperatureofthe
thermocoupleduringtheheatingcycle,butthethermocoupleoutputcannotbemonitoredwhile
theheatingcurrentison.Afterthe desiredtemperatureincrementisset,itwouldthen
automaticallypulsethetemperaturefora preselectedtime.Duringtheoperationitwouldno
- longer adjust the current except to limit the current if the maximum instantaneous temperature
exceeds the safe operating temperature of the material. Following the pulse heating, the data
would be recorded for compensation by the time constant derived from the pulse heating.
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The predicted time constants of the thermocouple proposed are smaller than the switching
times of mechanical relays. This dictates the use of solid state relays (SSR). The SSR's have off-
state leakage currents which are a function of the temperature of the SSR and are dependent on
the current, voltage, and ambient temperature. These leakage currents would result in loss of
the absolute calibration of the thermocouple channel which is required. The input to the first
data acquisition system amplifier could be passively ac-coupled at some very low frequency
(approximately 0.1 Hz), but the zero shift effects may still couple if they are dependent upon
load current pulses during the incremental current changes to set the desired temperature
increment (which occures at a 10-Hz rate). This is considered a major problem. Use of an ac SSR
with an ac power supply, which would have to operate at approximately 1.5 kHz to permit
filtering of off-state leakage current emf's from the signal, was considered. However, a suitable
ac SSR capable of meeting this frequency requirement was not identified. Additionally, use of
1.5 kHz high-voltage power supplies could produce noise problems with other instrumentation
channels on a test stand (instrumentation such as strain gages and kulites).
A computer noise model of the data acquistion and analysis system was generated and the
system noise (uv rms/ _--H-z)was determined with various amplifier gains chosen to optimize
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for selected dynamic temperature signals. These system noise
levels were then used in determining data averaging requirements and accuracy. A suitable
commercially available differential amplifier (Preston DX series) was identified. The SSR was
found to be the major source of noise (perturbated through the system).
The ensemble averaging required to smooth the decay cycles for measurement of time
constant was determined for 1000K (1800°R) peak-to-peak fluctuations at discrete frequencies
of 1, 200, and 1000 Hz. At 1 Hz, where the 76 _m (0.003 in.) thermocouple tracks the 1000K
fluctuation, approximately 91,000 averages (9,100 sec) are needed. At 1000 Hz, where the
thermocouple would only indicate 23K (42°F) peak-to-peak fluctuations, 378 averages are
required. It is more realistic to model the temperature fluctuations as 1000K peak-to-peak white
noise, for which a 76 _m thermocouple would indicate approximately 139K peak-to-peak overall.
This was determined by inputting a random noise signal of approximately 1 kHz bandwidth into
an RC low-pass filter with a time constant equivalent to a 76 _m thermocouple and measuring
the resultant output signal. For this case, about 2221 averages (222 sec) are needed for ensemble
averaging.
The accuracy of the compensated frequency spectra was evaluated (neglecting conduction
and radiation errors) for the above specific dynamic temperature cases for 76 _m and 130 _m
diameter thermocouples with data system gains optimized for each specific case. For the 1000K
peak-to-peak discrete signals at 1, 200, and 1000 Hz, the 76 um thermocouple met the
specifications at all frequencies. The 130 _m diameter thermocouple did not meet the
specifications at 1000 Hz. For the more realistic case of 1000K peak-to-peak white noise, neither
the 76 _m nor the 130 um thermocouple met the specification. The 76 um had 8.7 % error at 1
Hz, 38% at 200 Hz, and 77% at 1000 Hz. The major contributions to these errors are the very
poor SNR due to high noise levels of the SSR (after propagation through the high signal
amplification) and, to some extent, the inability to employ bandpass filtering to improve the
SNR (since the time constant is determined in the time domain). Based on predicted accuracy,
the 130 _m thermocouple was judged as unsuitable for this application and the 76 um
thermocouple was selected for use in the single wire heated concept.
The difficulty in application of the pulse-heated concept was judged to be very high
because of the apparent zeroing problems associated with the use of the SSR's, the complexity
of the pulse heating system and to the very nature of the technique which requires raising the
temperature of the thermocouple element.
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°b. Dual Wire Concept
The dataacquisitionand analysissystemsoriginallyproposedwerereanalyzedforusein
accuracypredictions.A computernoisemodelwasgeneratedandsystemnoise(_vrms/ _/--_)
predictionswere made for an AstrodataModel 885 amplifierwhich has betternoise
characteristicshanthePrestonMX amplifiero iginallyproposed.A suitablecommercially
availablealternateamplifierwas alsoidentified.Noisepredictionswere made forvarious
amplifiergainsettingschosento optimizethe SNR forspecificcasesof temperature
fluctuations.
The 76um (0.003in.)and250_m (0.010in.)diameterdualwirecombinationwasselected
overa 76 /sinand 130_m combinationbasedon an evaluationfthegoverningequation
(equation1)withandwithouterrorinthemeasurementofal/a2,asfollows:
1 . / 1 - (al/a_)2
TI -- _ V2_rf (al/a2)2- (d2/dl)s (1)
where TI = timeconstantofwireNo. 1
f = frequency,Hz
aI = _mplitudeofwireNo. 1
a2 = amplitudeofwireNo. 2
dI = diameterofwireNo. I
d2 = diameterofwireNo. 2
The aboveequationwasderivedfromtheclassicalequationfortheamplituderatiofa first-
ordersystemrespondingtoa sinusoidalinput.Expressionswerewrittenforeachthermocouple
wireand thensolvedfortheaboveexpressionusingtheadditionalrelationshipof _I/r2=
(dx/d2)1"5.Thisrelationshipwasderivedfromthedefinitionofthethermocouplejunctionasa
first-ordersystemand assumingan expressionfortheheattransfercoefficientofa cylinderin
cross flow.
Even without noise there was error in the computed value of the time constant T for the 76
_m/130 _m combination. The higher the percentage that the value of (al/a2)_is of the value of
(d2/dl)s, the more the error in the computation, regardless of the error present in the al/a_
measurement.
The number of averages necessary to compute the time constant to within an error of
__2.9% (the accuracy necessary to meet the specifications for the compensated frequency
spectrum) was computed. For the 1000K peak-to-peak discrete temperature fluctuations at any
frequency, it will require 32 averages. For the 1000K peak-to-peak white noise case, it requires
256 averages (128 sec).
Various evaluations were made to predict the accuracy of the compensated frequency
spectrum for the 1000K peak-to-peak temperature fluctuations at discrete frequencies of 10,
200, and 1000 Hz for the 76 _m/250 _m combination (compensation made to the 76 _m
- thermocouple).Additionally,thecaseof1000Kpeak-to-peakwhitenoisewasevaluatedat20,
200,and 1000Hz.The analysiswas basedon theperturbationoferrorsinal/a2andd2/dIin
equation1.The measurementaccuracyofthediameterofthetwothermocouplewireswasfound
" tobethemajordriverinoverallaccuracy(afterminimizingtheerrorinal/a2byaveraging).For
the1000Kfluctuationsatdiscretefrequencies(datasystemgainsoptimizedateachfrequency),
the predictederrorswere lessthan 5% at allfrequencies.For the 1000K peak-to-peak
fluctuationwhitenoisecase,theerrorswere5.0% at20Hz,5.6% at200Hz,and8.9%at1000
- Hz.
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A method of measuring time constant r from the transfer function of the dual wires (a_/a2)
without prior knowledge of the wire diameters was investigated in the laboratory utilizing two
passive first-order low-pass RC filters. The filters had time constants approximating 76 um and
250 um thermocouples. This technique was first proposed by Strahle and Muthukrishnan in
reference 1, p. 97. With this technique, the time constant corresponds to the frequency where
the imaginary term passes through a maxima. Additionally, the real term approaches the limit
(dJdl) L5as frequency increases. Results were similar to those reported by Strahle in which, due
to the broad nature of the maxima, the time constant could be determined to only about 25
percent accuracy. Various schemes to measure (d2/dl)Ls from the real term offered no
improvement in accuracy.
The dual wire technique was judged to be much superior to the single pulse-heated wire
method in terms of ease of use. The requirement for two data channels, one for each
thermocouple, does not increase the difficulty of the dual-wire concept application. The
addition of bandpass filtering does add some complexity but would not be required to meet
accuracy specifications based on 1000K peak-to-peak fluctuations at discrete frequencies. The
ability to passively ac-couple the thermocouple signals eliminates zeroing problems and permits
optimization of SNR's.
5. Evaluation/Selection
The results of the Task 2 analyses were used to rate the two concepts; the results are shown
in Table III. Both concepts are acceptable in terms of suitability for use in the extreme
environment; however, the single pulse-heated concept was rated lower in terms of temperature
due to pulse heating near the melting temperature of the thermocouple material. Both concepts
were also rated acceptable in terms of fabricability and cost. However, the dual passive concept
was superior in terms of the data acquistion/reduction system requirements. Based on these
results, the dual passive thermocouple concept was selected as the most promising technique
and was recommended for use in Task 4.
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TABLE III. -- CONCEPT EVALUATION AND SELECTION
Dual Wire Single Wire
Criteria Passive Pulse-Heated
Suitability for Extreme Environment
_ High Temperature 2 1
High Pressure 2 -- 2
Vibration 2 2
CorrosiveGases 2 2
Erosion 2 2
Size 2 2
Fabricability 2 2
Data Acquisition/Reduction
Frequency Response 2 2
Amplitude Limitsof Temperature Changes 2 I
Accuracy 3. 2
Difficulty of Use 3 1
Cost 2 2
Amplitude Limitsof Temperature Changes 2 1
Accuracy 3 2
Difficulty of Use 3 1
Cost 2 2
3 Superior
2 Average
1 BelowAverage
0 ln[erior
C. TASK 4 -- SYSTEM DESIGN AND TEST PLAN FORMULATION
1. Sensor Design
The dynamic gas temperature sensor design was based on the environmental conditions
specified in Exhibit B of the contract Statement of Work (SOW) and the analyses conducted
• during Tasks 1 and 2, and was presented in the Task 3 review. However, based on the decision to
conduct the full-scale testing in an F100 engine instead of a combustor rig, the sensor was
reanalyzed and modified for these requirements. In addition, a modified sensor design was used
in the subscale combustor burner tests due to the different test conditions. This design used
longer thermocouple element lengths to take advantage of the lower stress levels due to lower
combustor mass flows and thus minimized conduction effects.
The F100 sensor design was based on installation in the AP-5 borescope plug location
which corresponds to a position between two 1st-stage turbine vanes aft of the combustor exit.
The sensor installation is shown in Figure 5. The test conditions at this location vary from idle
to intermediate power settings of the engine and correspond to the required test conditions;
except, the Mach number 0.36 instead of 0.15-0.20, which is typical for the combustor exit.
The sensor assembly shown in Figure 5 is defined on drawing SSSG-3030 and SSSG-3031
(see Appendix D) and consists of a 0.478 cm (0.188 in.) diameter ceramic stick which has four
0.079 cm (0.031 in.) diameter through holes. The ceramic stick is a standard item of Coors
Porcelain Co. Coors AD-99 ceramic was selected based on its superior strength and electrical
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Figure 5. Dynamic Gas Temperature Probe Installation in FIO0 AP-5 Borescope
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resistivityathightemperatures.The ceramicstickisinstalledina 0.635cm (0.250in.)Inconel
tubewith1.016cm (0.400in.)lengthoftheexposedceramicprotrudingintotheflowstream.
The thermocouplesupportwires(ANSITypeB) areinstalledinthefourholesandthesmaller
laserbutt-weldedlementsareinstalledas shown inFigure6.The thremocouplewiresare
terminatedattheotherendoftheprobeusinga standardsixpinBendixconnectorwhichis
maintainedata temperatureof339K (150°F)orlessothatitmay be usedasthereference
temperature.
The stressesintheexposedceramic,due toaerodynamicloadingand vibration,were
evaluatedatthemaximum flowconditionsoftheF100enginewhichare:
T = 1682K (3028°R)
P = 2.01× 10+eNewton/meter2(292psia)
M = 0.36
A maximum stressof5.97× 10+e Newton/meter2 (866psi)was calculatedbasedon:
Smaz = Svibratlon"{"Sah,loadlnl
S_ = G,SvK + S^ whereSv = lg vibrationalstressand S,= airloadingstress
Svibration----1.46× 10+6Newtonlmeter2(212psia)
S_ lo,dias= 4.51× 10+eNewton/meter2(654psia)
Sin_= 5.97× 10+sNewton/meter2(866psia)
A Ga of500g'sloadingand a stressconcentrationfactorofK --1.0were usedtocalculate
thevibrationalstress.These stressesareacceptablewhen compared tothe flexuralstrengthof
2.07× I0+sNewton/meter2(30,000psi)forCoorsAD-99 ceramicat1270K (2290°R).
The natural frequency of the ceramic body was also calculated and reviewed with respect
to the frequencies that occur in the F100 engine and found not to present a problem. The
natural frequency was calculated based on the following equation from "Formulas for Natural
Frequency and Mode Shape," R. D. Blevins, Von Nostrand Reinfold Co., 1979:
f = k2i /EI_ 1/2-- = 6.14 × 10+4 Hz
21rL2 kin/
kl = 1.875(forcantileverbeam)
E --Young'sModulus
I = Moment ofinertia
L = Beam length
m = Mass/length.
Thisfrequencyof6.14x 10+4Hz ishigherthanthebladepassingfrequenciesencountered
intheenginedue to thehighand low rotorspeedswhicharea maximum 1.5× 10+4Hz.
The thermalgradientthroughtheceramicalongitsaxiswasalsocalculatedforthegas
streamconditioncorrespondingtotheidlengineconditionf
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Figure 6. Sensor Tip Geometry
2O
Tg = 956K (1720°R)
P -- 2.81 × 10*4Newton/m eter2 (60 psia)
M = 0.36
These conditions along with a case or probe ceramic base temperature of only 644K
: (1160°R)wouldproducethelargestvariationftheprobeceramictiptemperaturefromthe
averagegasstreamtemperature(largestconductionloss).Usingtheseconditionsandcalculating
theceramictiptemperature(Tp) by analyzingtheceramicasacylindricalfinincrossflowgives
thefollowing:
Tp = Ts - (Tt- TB)_ -- 954K (1718°R)
where,
Ts = 956K (1720°R)
T8 = 644K (1160°R)
= 1
cosh[L_]
L = ceramicheight= 1.02cm (0.400inches)
, = _/4 Nu ks
V D 2kc
Nu = Nusseltnumber = 114.7
kg = thermalconductivityofthegas = 1.57× 10-4cal/sec-cm-K
kc = thermalconductivityoftheceramic--8.33× I0-4cal/sec-cm-K
D = ceramicdiameter= 0.48cm (0.188inches)
Theselowconductionlossesof1.2K(2.1°R)indicateheprobetipwillrunattheaverage
gastemperatureconditionsandthusnotaffectthethermocouplesupportwiresand thefinal
probeaccuracy.
The thermocouplesupportwiresandthesmallerbutt-weldedlementswerealsoanalyzed
forstressesforthesamemaximum gasconditionsu ingthesametypeofanalysespreviously
describedfortheceramicstick.The supportwirestresseswerebasedontheassumptionthat he
wiresarea cantileverbeam,and thesmallerbutt-weldedlementstressesarebasedon the
assumptionthatthebeam hasbothendsfixed.Assumingan allowablestressof4.39× 10+7
Newton/meter2(6360psi)fortypeB wire,theallowablengthtodiameteratios(L/D)forthe
wireswerecalculated.The maximum L/D forthesupportwireis6.5and forthebutt-welded
elementsis15.5
The sensortipgeometryshownisFigure6 wasthendeterminedbyselectingsupportwire
diametersof0.38mm (0.015inch)and0.51mm (0.020inch)andusingthepreviouslycalculated
L/D values.The smallerbutt-weldedelementslengthswere alsodeterminedusingtheir
correspondingL/D valuesandnominalwirediameters.
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The natural frequencies of the probe thermocouple elements and support wires Were
calculated using the same formula used in the analysis of the ceramic previously discussed. The
76 #m (0.003 in.) and 250 #m (0.010 in.) wires were analyzed as a beam supported on both ends
(_i = 4.73 instead of 1.875) and the natural frequencies were 1.2 x 10.5 Hz and 5.93 x 10.4 Hz.
The support wires of 510 #m (0.020 in.) and 380 #m (0.015 in.) were analyzed as a cantilever
beam (hi = 1.875) and the natural frequencies were 2.4 x 10.4 Hz and 3.7 x 10.4 Hz, respectively.
These frequencies are again higher and are removed from the maximum engine frequencies by
more than 20% which is the normally used minimum criteria.
The sensor design of the probe used for the subscale combustor tests was based on the
F100 probe design; however, the element lengths were increased to minimize the conductive loss
effects to the junctions. This was possible due to the lower mass flow and subsequent
aerodynamic loading existing at the subscale combustor test conditions. The final design of the
subscale combustor sensor tip is shown in Figure 7.
2. Data Acquistion and Reduction System Design
The data acquisition and reduction system design discussed in the following sections is
based on the results of the analyses performed in Task 2 and which were presented in Task 3.
The design was based on acquiring and compensating the dynamic temperature data to the
system accuracies specified and includes corrections forconduction losses in the probe elements.
The following paragraphs present a detailed discussion of the system requirements, system
description, and compensation methods. The requirements for the data acquisition and
reduction system design are as follows:
0.51 mm (0.020 in.)
I dia Type 8 wire
.=l 0.51 cm
(0.200 in.) mm (0.010 in.)
dia Type B wire
Welds
(Typ)
+
O.OBmm
(0.003 in.) dia
Type B wire
2.29 mm / 5.08 mm(0.090 in.) 3.81 mm (0.200 in.)
(0.150 in.) 10.38 mm 1
(0.015 in.) dia
Type B wire
0.478 cm (0.188 in.) dia
Coors AD-99 Cerama-dip
ceramicstick with four 538 cement
0.078 cm(0.031 in.) dia holes or SermetelP-1
I I FD 267177
Figure 7. Sensor Tip Geometry -- Subscale Combustor Tests
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a. Requirements
• Optimized signal-to-noise ratio (dynamic signals, all system components)
• Datareduction-lineoroff-line
• Digitalcompensationfdatafrom_ 2Hz to1000Hz (minimum).
• Threechannelsimultaneous( ampleandhold)digitizationofdataintothe
datareductioncomputersystem
(1) Minimum of4 kHz samplingperchannel
(2) Realtime(i.e.,no lossofdatabetweendatarecords)thruput
ofdigitizeddatato mass storage(i.e.,minimum thruputrate
= 3 ch × 4 kHz/ch= 12 kHz)
(3) Minimum of1024timesamplesperdatarecord(512spectral
linesperFourierTransform)
(4) Minimum mass storagecapacityof64 records× 3 chs = 192
datarecords.
• Analog anti-aliasing filters with minimum of 48 db/octave roll-off charac-
teristics.
b. System Description
The dataacquisitionandreductionsystemutilizedareshownschematicallyinFigures8,9,
and10.
The thermocouple(t/c)signalswere referencedto the ambienttemperatureat the
thermocoupleprobeconnector.Forreferencejunctiontemperatureslessthan339K (150°F)the
outputofthetypeB thermocoupleiszero.The ambienttemperatureoftheprobehousingwas
monitoreduringalltestingutilizingachromel/alumelt/cwhichwastackweldedtotheprobe
housingandmonitoredonatemperature adout.
The 76 pm (3 rail) diameter and 250 pm (10 rail) t/c signals were ac coupled into the low
noise high gain Preston DX-A3 differential amplifiers to permit optimization of the dynamic
temperature signal to noise levels. The Preston Amplifiers for the ac coupled t/c signals were
operated in the 10 kHz bandwidth mode (2 pole Bessel filter). To provide mean temperature
data, the output of the 250 pm (10 rail) t/c was direct coupled to an additional Preston DX-A3
differential amplifier operating in the 1 Hz bandwidth mode.
The Preston DX-A3 dc amplifiers were selected based on side-by-side evaluations made on
one of these amplifiers and an Astrodata 885 dc amplifier. The primary considerations in the
selection of the Preston amplifier were its noise characteristics and availability from commercial
sources. Based on the vendor specifications, the maximum common mode voltage is only 10 vdc
and the input impedance at gains of less than five is only 100K ohms and 1500 pf (at all other
gain settings the impedance is 100 meg ohms and 1500 pf). Neither of these marginal
performance specifications were of any consequence in this application.
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C/A Ref TIC "Components Mounted_
-___I to Doric Model 400AF Direct to AMP /
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DC Amp (30/_)
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I FM Record AMP
Probe Hou_ng____ -- __ I ' ' (3 Each)
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_/! c c A ,.,d
P,,3oRb 1 h . Io o D _
-- Dynamic 250/_m 110 mill I I/
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from input cable motion
' "Figure 8. Dynamic Temperature Data Acquisition System
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Figure 9. Data Monitoring During Acquisition
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Figure 10. Dynamic Temperature Data Reduction System
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A Honeywellmodel101magnetictaperecorderwasusedtorecordtheamplifiedt/csignals
duringteststandoperations.The tapewas operatedinan FM recordmode, __+40%IRIG
intermediatebanddcto10kHz databandwidth.
Datasignalsweredouble-recordedusing___0.707voltand _+1.414voltFM taperecord
levels.The amplifiergains,operatedinthefixedmode,wereadjustedateachenginerigtest
point omaintainoptimumsignallevelson the-+0.707voltrecordchannels.Gainsettingswere
documentedforeachdatapointomaintainsystemcalibration.
A generalpurposeoscilloscopewasusedonlinetomonitordatasignallevels.Additionally,
a spectrumanalyzerwas usedonlinetomonitorthefrequencycontentofthedatasignals.
The datareductionsystemconsistedofa Honeywellmodel96tapedeckwithappropriate
FM reproducelectronics(+--40%IRIG intermediateband 10 kHz databandwidth)and a
HewlettPackardmodel5451CFourieranalyzer.
Datasystemcalibrationsignalsutilizedforthe76_m (3rail)and250_m (10mid dynamic
channelswere:
(I) Shortcircuit(0mv)appliedtotheFM taperecorderinput
(2) 400mv rms_ 400Hz appliedattheFM taperecorderinput.
Calibrationsignalsforthe250_m (10mid dcchannelincluded(i)and(2)aboveplusthe
following,runwiththeamplifiergainsettothevalueutilizedinacquiringtheengine/rigdata:
(3) Short(0my)appliedtothedcamplifierinput
(4) +10.00mv dcappliedtothedcamplifierinput.
Approximatelyoneminutelongrecordsoftheabovecalibrationsignalswererecordedon
theFM tape.Calibrationsignals(1)and(2)wereusedtosetuptheFM tapeplaybackreproduce
system.Calibrationsignals(3)and (4)wereusedinestablishingtheoverallsystemcalibration.
Typicalgainsettingsusedinacquiringengine/rigdatawere1000and 500 forthedynamic
channelsand 50 forthedc channel.Directcalibrationofthedynamicchannels(i.e.,applyac
calibrationsignaltodc amplifierinputwithamplifiergainsetthesame asusedduringdata
acquisition)was attemptedbut was foundto be too inaccuratein thisapplication.AC
calibrationsignallevelsofabout500_v rmscouldnotbeaccuratelysetintheteststandwith
availableequipment.The amplifierswerecalibratedintheP&WA instrumentlaboratorytothe
manualspecifications.The accuracy(- 0.05% )ofthefixedgainsettingandlinearity(_0.005%
fullscale)werejudgedsatisfactoryforusein establishingtheoveralldataacquisitionand
reductionsystemcalibration.
C. Compensation Method- Dual Wire with Conduction and Convection Effects
Included
Approach
Historically the problem of compensating wire thermocouples for frequency response rests
on accurate determination of the in-situ film heat transfer coefficient, hg. For wire thermocou-
ples, three simplifications allow this to be done easily: (1} the thermocouple junction is
fabricated without a bead, allowing the wire to be analyzed as a cylinder in cross flow, (2) two
wires of different diameters may be co-located on the probe tip, and ratioing the different
responses allows one to measure time constants T, which are proportional to hg for large L/D
values; and (3) the thermocouple and support wires can be made long enough to eliminate
conduction effects, facilitating the ratio analysis in (2). As shown in preceding sections, however,
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values; and (3) the thermocouple and support wires can be made long enough to eliminate
conduction effects, facilitating the ratio analysis in (2). As shown in preceding sections, however,
probe durability requirements allowed only moderate L/D values, and initial calculations
revealed that conduction effects should be included to meet accuracy goals.
The compensation approach used to include conduction and convection effects simulta-
neously still involves ratioing signals of two different-diameter beadless thermocouples. Heat
transfer coefficient hg is determined, however, by comparing finite-element conduction-convec-
tion calculations with experimental data. The calculations are done using hgas a parameter, and
require matching calculated thermocouple signal amplitude ratios at several discrete frequencies
from _6 to _40 Hz. Agreement between calculated and experimentally observed signal
amplitude ratios determine hg. For convenience, hg is combined with other system parameters
into an aerodynamic parameter, r. The measured values of F obtained at specific frequencies
are arithmetically averaged and used in the thermal model to compute the compensation
frequency spectrum (gain and phase) for the smaller diameter thermocouple. The smaller
diameter thermocouple is selected for compensation since it has faster response and inherently
better signal to noise characteristics at the higher frequency fluctuations. Compensation is
performed digitally in the frequency domain by complex math division of the FFT spectrum of
the thermocouple output by the compensation spectrum. The compensated time waveform is
obtained by inverse Fourier transforming the compensated frequency spectrum.
Thermal Model
For the thermocouple probe modeled as a cylinder in cross-flow, the basic thermal
equation is:
RateofEnergy= Qconvectioa+ Qconductioa-I-Q,,di,tlon
0__T_T= 4h (Tg-T) + a 02T + 4a_ (T,4- T4) (I)
at pwCpwD aX 2 pwCpwD
InTask2,thermalanalysisofthethermocouplemodelshowedthatradiationeffectscouldbe
neglected.InTask5,itwasshownthatneglectingconductionerrorswouldtypicallyintroducea
25% error(GAIN)inthecompensatedata.Intheanalysisthatfollows,onlytheradiationterm
fromequation(1)hasbeenomitted.
Tl_egas streamtemperaturecan be expressedin termsof itsmean and dynamic
components as:
CO
Tg = Tg+ _ a_sin (_t - ¢_) (2)
n=l
Substituting equation (2) written for a single frequency for Tg in equation (1) and normalizing,
" the transfer function between the temperature in the thermocouple wire and the gas stream
temperature can be written as:
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r ]
__..___= 4h lan sin (wnt- Cn) - _'/ + a a21" (3)
at p_CpwD [ J 0,2
where _"= T.- Tg = 01. (4)
Tg- Tg an
The finite-difference solution for equation (3) is of the form:
at At At
Applicationfthe finitediferencessolutionto equation(3)forthe 9 node model of the
thermocoupleinFigure11yieldsequations(7)thru(16).
Ceramic
probe body
Figure II. Finite Element Thermal Model -- Used in Computer Compensation
Program
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_'o = O (Assumed) (7)
f'_ = _ [to+ f,- 2f_] + f_ (8)
2A
f' = C [f_+ 5- 251 + 5 (9)2
2A
r'3 = ! [C(_'2+ r,- 2f3) + F(sin C.t - h)] + _'3 (I0)
2A
_", = _ [C(5+ 5- 2f,) + 2F(sin Cnt - f,)] + 5 (II)
2A
f'5 = 1__ [C(f, + f6- 25) + 2F(sin C.t - 5)] + 5 (12)
2A
f'6 = I [C(f5 + fs) + E(_'7- f6) + (f + G)(sin C.t - _'6)] + f6 (13)
(A + B)
f'7 = 1 [E(r 8 + rs- 2_'7) + 2G(sin Cnt - _7)] + r7 (14)
2B
_"s = I [E(f 7 + f9- 2_'8) + 2G(sin C.t - _'s)] + f8 (15)
2B
f' = I [E(5- 5) + G(sin C.t - 5)I + f9 (16)9
B
• Definition of the dynamic temperature components are as follows:
01. = peak amplitude of smaller diameter thermocouple at frequency n
01 (f) = 01nas a function of frequency
0,. = peak amplitude of larger diameter thermocouple at frequency n
0, (f) -- 0,n as a function of frequency
a. = peak amplitude of the dynamic component of the gas stream
temperature at frequency n
a. (f) = a. as a function of frequency
¢. = phase shift of the gas temperature with respect to arbitrary
time to at frequency f.
_. = phase shift of smaller diameter thermocouple with respect to
gas temperature at frequency f.
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_ln = phase shift of smaller diameter thermocouple with respect to
gas temperature at frequency fn
rll (f) = _ln as a function of frequency
_2_ = phase shift of larger diameter thermocouple with respect to
gas temperature at frequency f.
r12(f) = _2_as a function of frequency
j = time index
x = special index along length of thermocouple
T n = instantaneous temperature of thermocouple wire at frequency n
TI ...9_ = instantaneous temperature of thermocouple wire at spacial
location at frequency n
Tz peak= max peak in instantaneous temperature of thermocouple
wire at spacial location x
Tg= instantaneous gas stream temperature
T_= instantaneous gas stream temperature at frequency n
h+-- convective film coefficient of thermocouple element
h- = convective film coefficient of thermocouple support wire
-- Boltzmann constant
a = thermal diffusivity of the wire
a= 1%,
PwCpw
L = length of larger diameter thermocouple support wire
= one half of length of smaller diameter thermocouple wire
D = diameter of larger diameter support wire
d -- diameter of smaller diameter thermocouple wire
p_ = density of thermocouple wire
k_ = thermal conductivity of thermocouple wire
Cpw-- specific heat of the thermocouple wire
p_ = density of the gas stream
0
3O
kg = thermal conductivity of the gas stream
Cpg = specific heat of the gas stream
Prz = Prandtl number of gas stream = Cpg _z
Ki
Ug = velocityof the gas stream
_ = viscosityof the gas stream
_g = ratioof specificheatsof gas stream
P = mean gas streampressure
M n= Mach number
fl--"fx= frequenciesof fnat which transferfunctionswillbe
evaluated
F/A = fuelairratio
A = D2A
8a(At)
B = d 2
8a(At)
C= D 2
4A
C. = 27rf.
5 = _/3
E= d 2
45
o
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F = h-DA = FD I/2
2K w 2a
G = h+ d_ =
2K w 2a
A = L/3 = space step
At = time step
1/3 1/2
F = 0.48 kt P _ U _ = Aerodynamic parameter (17)
Pg / 1/2 Pw Cpw
Pl /
H(f)= Measuredtransferfunction(i.e.,FFT frequencyresponse
function)oflargerdiametert/cwithrespecto smaller
diametert/c
Gu(f) = MeasuredFFT autospectraldensityfunctionofsmaller
diameterthermocouple
G12(f)= MeasuredFFT cross-spectraldensityfunctionbetween
smallt/cand largediametert/c
2
Y12(0= Measured FFT ordinarycoherencefunctionbetween larg-
er diametert/cand smallerdiametert/c
SI(f)= Measured FFT spectrum of smallerdiametert/c
Overview of Compensation Procedure
1. The theoreticaltransferfunctions(frequencyresponsefunctiongain)
betweenthe76 pm (3rail)t/cand the gasstream(0Jan)and the 250pm
(10mil)t/cand the gasstream (0Ja_)arecomputed from the thermal
finitedifferencesolutionusingequations7 through 16,fora range of
valuesof the aerodynamic parameter (F) at a number of discrete
frequenciesfallingbetweenthe comer frequenciesofthe two t/c's.These
dataarethen usedto compute the theoreticaltransferfunctionbetween
the 250 pm (10 mil) t/c and the 76 _m (3 mil) t/c (02./01.) for the -
corresponding values of F and frequency. These curves will be used to
determine the insitu value of r from the measured transfer function of
02_/01n.The process is as follows:
a. The following parameters are input or already stored in
the computer. For type B thermocouple wire -- L, 12,D, d,
Pw, k., Cp,_, and a.. For the gas stream -- pg, kg, Cpg, Yg,
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_.andPrg"The wireandgaspropertyparametersarecurve
fi_softhecurveshowninAppendicesB andC.
b. The averageormean conditionsforthetestdataforthe
followingvariablesareenteredintothecomputer.
T = meangastemperature
P = meangaspressure
F/A = fuelair atio
fF--fz = frequenciesoffnatwhichtransfer
functionswillbeevaluated
Mn = Mach No.
c. The programcomputesan estimatedvalueofr basedon
theestimatedrunconditionsu ingequation17.
d. The programthen computes_'9',the transferfunction
betweenthewirethermocoupleandthegasstream,forthe
76 _m (0.003 in.) and the 250 _m (0.010 in.) thermocouple
via equations 7 through 16 from 0.5 r to 1.5 r in steps of
0.1 r at frequencies fl ..... fx which are user selected to fall
in between estimated values of the corner frequencies of
the two t/c's (Figure 12).The equations areevaluated until
steady state conditions are reached. The criteria forsteady
state is that the positive maximum peak of 0_/anbe within
0.1% of the absolute values of the negative maximum peak
within the same period. The computer code determines
the sampling interval for each frequency evaluated to
ensure mathematical stability of the finite element model
and minimize computation time. The normalized ratio of
the magnitude of the temperature fluctuation in the wire
to the temperature fluctuation of the gas stream (_'9 =
0n/an) at frequency fn is determined by locating the
maximum peak amplitude (Figure 13) after the model has
iterated to steady-state conditions. The phase shift (_z) of
the temperature fluctuation in the wire is determined by
locating the time at which _'9crossed zero going positive at
the beginning of the period in which the model reached
steady-state conditions (Figure 13).
e. The data from (d) are then used to compute the theoreti-
cal transfer function 02_/01_from 0.5 r to 1.5 r (Figure 14)
at frequencies of fl through fx.
2. Thermocouple test data are digitized into the Fourier system computer,
typically 32 to 120 records each of the 76 _m t/c dynamic signal and the
250 _m t/c dynamic and dc signals. Each record contains 2048 samples of
the data. These data are then converted from millivolts to temperature
utilizing NBS calibration curve coefficients for type B thermocouples. The
250 _m dc channel is utilized as the mean for both dynamic data channels
i
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(a) Gain of 76/_m Thermocouple vs Aerodynamic Parameter
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(b) Gain of 250/_m Thermocouple vs Aerodynamic Parameter
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Figure 12. Theoretical Curves o[ _9 for 76 _rn and 250 _m Thermocouples
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Reference Sin (2_rf.t)
Used in Evaluating _'9"_ I
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Amplitude
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Figure 13. Transfer Function of Thermocouple With Respect to Gas Temperature
fl -_- 8 Hz
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Figure 14. Theoretical Curves of _9 for the 250 lzm Thermocouple Divided by _9of the
76 _m Thermocouple
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inconvertingthenonlineart/cmv signalstolinearizedt mperature.These
datarecordsarethensavedforrecallforadditionalprocessingorplotting.
3. An ensembleaveragedFFT (FastFourierTransform)transferfunction
(frequencyresponse)analysisisthenperformedon x number oftime
recordsofthedynamicdatatoyieldthemeasuredvalueof02,/81,(i.e.,
H(f))asa functionoffrequency.The transferfunctioniscomputedasthe
FFT cross-spectraldensityfunctionbetweenthe76_m thermocoupleand
the 250 _m thermocoupledividedby the FFT autospectraldensity
functionofthe76_m signal:
Gl2(f)
H(f) = Gn(f)
In conjunctionwiththecomputationofthemeasuredtransferfunction,
the coherencefunction7212(f)iscomputedand utilizedto assessthe
qualityofthemeasurement.Forthe2048timesampledatarecordlengths
utilized,1024lineFFT'sareproduced.Forthetypicalsamplingrateof
4096Hz (certainothersamplingratesarepermitted),theFFT analyses
yieldspectralinformationfromdcto2048Hz in2Hz intervals.A standard
HewlettPackardwindowingfunction(P301)isutilizedpriortocomputa-
tionofthe FFT's.Thiswindow ischaracterizedby excellentspectral
amplitude accuracy (< _ 0.1%). Side lobe suppression is > -70 db at _+4
spectral lines and the effective noise bandwidth is 3.4 spectral lines.
4. Each measured value of H(f) at frequencies f, = fl --" f. are used in
conjunction with the theoretical values of 82n/81.vs r at the corresponding
frequencies to determine a measured value of r (the programinterpolates
between the 0.1 F increments computed in (1) above). The arithmetic
average of r obtained for each frequency is taken as the insitu measured
value.
5. Using the measured insitu average value of r obtained in (4), _'9, the
normalized transfer function (gain Ol,/an and phase _In) of the 76 _m
thermocouple with respect to the gas stream temperature is then
computed at all frequencies from the 1st spectral line of the FFT spectrum
to the Nyquist frequency of the FFT for each discrete frequency contained
in the FFT (Figure 15). This is typically from 2 Hz to 2048 Hz in 2 Hz
increments. This is the compensation spectrum 01(f)/an(f) z/_l(f) which is
then used to compensate the 76 _m t/c data as follows:
6. To compute the compensated ensemble averaged power spectral density
function (PSD), the measured ensemble averaged autospectral density
function of the 76 _m (3 rail) t/c obtained in (3) above is divided by the
l autospectral density function of its compensation spectrum:
i
I
]
.i
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Figure 15. Compensation Spectrum for 76 _m (3 rail) Thermocouple Output for Test
Point No. 10 (Subscale Combustor Rig)
Gn(f) el(f) * 0l(f)
(O,(f) ._*[ 81(f)-_(O,(f) _*(O,(f) I -' an2(f,
where * =complex conjugate multiplication
Scaling factors for effective noise bandwidth and FFT Fourier symmetry
are applied.
7. To compute the compensated instantaneous time waveform, an FFT
spectrum (Sl(f)) is made on a specific time record yielding amplitude and
phase terms for each spectral component. This spectrum expressed in
rectangular frequency coordinates is then divided (complex math} by the
compensation spectrum. The compensated instantaneous spectrum is then
inverse Fourier transformed to yield the compensated instantaneous time
waveform. The software contains information on specific techniques
employed to prevent time waveform distortions associated with the inverse
Fourier transform. A threshold, in relative db, is applied to the frequency
spectrum of the data signal prior to division by the compensation spectrum
to prevent errors where the signal to noise ratio is too low:
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S,(f)/x,(f) + ¢(f)
compensatedin-
stantaneousfre-
quencyspectrum
and F"1a,(f) //€(fl the compensatedtime wave form
where F"l is the
inverse Fourier
Transform.
the compensated instantaneous frequency spectrum.
3. Test Plan
a. Summary
The test plan presented in the following section was formulated during Task 4 efforts and
is based on three test series consisting of (1) System Shakedown and Compensation Verification
Lab Tests, (2) Laboratory Burner Tests, and (3) Full-Scale F100 Engine Tests. These tests
allowed for a step-by-step checkout and optimization of the various components of the system
while allowing for the experimental evaluation and substantiation of the criteria specified in
Exhibit B of the contract SOW. All of the criteria of Exhibit B were tested directly. The test
plan matrix shown in Table IV summarizes how the criteria of Exhibit B were evaluated in the
three test series.
Each of the planned tests are discussed in the following paragraphs. The actual testing was
conducted in Task 5 and some modifications to the plan were necessary. The final testing and
results are discussed in detail in Task 5.
TABLE IV. TEST PLAN SUMMARY
System Shakedown Full-Scale
and Compensation Lab FIO0
Criteria Verification Burner Rig Tests
Temperature (1900K peak; ±500K fluctuations) X
Frequency response (1000 Hz compensated) X X X
Pressure (1.01 × I0e to 2.02 × 10s Newtordmeter 2) X
Flow (200 m/s with ±50 m/s fluctuations) X
Gas Composition (Products of combustion and air) X X
Sensor Lifetime (5 hr minimum) X X
Accuracy X
Vibration (I05 loaflin_ up to 500 Hz) X
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The first test consisted of a laboratory bench-top system shakedown test using an
electrically heated air blower as a fluctuating temperature source. A heat gun was used to supply
a low velocity, turbulent air stream at a maximum temperature of 550K. Both the probe and
heat gun were mounted on a bench top in the instrumentation laboratory near the Fourier
Analyzer. The data was acquired, recorded, and finally processed.
The second test served to evaluate the accuracy of the computer FFT compensation
techniques. An electrical analogy of the measurement was constructed. First order low pass filter
networks were fabricated with time constants to correspond with the maximum condition case
values of the 76 um (0.003 in.) and 250 um (0.010 in.) thermocouples, respectively. The
frequency response functions of the filters were measured via the transfer function analysis in
the Fourier Analyzer System using an existing P&WA processing program. The measured
transfer functions of the list order filters were substituted in the data processing program in
place of the compensation spectrum that would normally be computed. This permitted
evaluation and refinement of the computer FFT compensation techniques independent of errors
in the compensation spectrum.
The filter(s) were substituted for the thermocouple(s) of the probe sensor. Various types of
generator signal waveforms with output levels similar to predict_,d thermocouple signal levels
were input to the filter(s) and an additional ADC channel on the Fourier Analyzer. This
provided a measurement input representing true gas stream temperature acquired simulta-
neously with the simulated thermocouple signals. The data processing program was run and the
compensation performed (using the correctly known compensation spectrum). The measured
input representing the true gas temperature was then compared to the compensated spectrum to
determine the accuracy of the computer FFT compensation techniques. Note that for this
specific test, it wasn't necessary to use a complex analog model of the t/c because the test was
not designed to evaluate the accuracy with which the compensation spectrum could be measured
but rather to evaluate and refine the computer FFT compensation techniques.
The 3rd test was designed to evaluate and verify the validity of the duel t/c data processing
program using 9 node analog models of the t/c's. In these tests, comparison of the compensation
spectrum of the simulated 76 um t/c produced by the data processing program (using the
measured transfer function between the outputs of the 76 um and 250 _m analog circuits) with
its known frequency response function was the primary objective along with comparison of the
compensated output signals with the input signals.
For these tests, the data processing program input parameters for wire diameters, length,
and gas properties were based on the matching condtions used in designing the electrical analog
circuits. The input signal representing the true gas stream fluctuations was digitized
simultaneously with the output signals of the 76/_m and 250 _m analog circuits. The known
frequency response functions for the 9 node analog circuits were measured via the transfer
function analysis in the Fourier Analyzer System using an existing P&WA processing program.
c. •Subscale Combustor Tests
The second system test performed used a laboratory burner rig test using a high
temperature flame. The flame was characterized by fluctuating high temperature (1500K
maximum) and fluctuating velocity (305 meters/sec maximum) at a constant ambient pressure
of 1 atmosphere.
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This test allowed evaluation of the sensor and measurement system in an elevated
temperature combustion environment, and also allowed evaluation of the effects of gas
composition, corrosion, and erosion on the sensor wires.
The test plan for these tests was based on setting the maximum exhaust velocity
obtainable with 11.2 cm (3 in.) diameter nozzle on the subscale combustor at each temperature
setting. The average flame temperature increased in steps of 56K (100°F) beginning at 811K
(1000°F)and goingtoa maximum temperatureofapproximately1644K (2500°F)whichwas
determinedby thelimitsofthesubscalecombustorairand fuelflows.A minimum of2 data
pointsweretakenateachrigconditionwithsignalsrecordedforoff-lineprocessingusingthe
dataacquisitionandreductionsystempreviouslydiscussed.
d. Full-Scale FIO0 Engine Tests
The third system test was performed in an F100 engine instead of the originally proposed
test in a combustor rig. Full-scale testing in an F100 engine, as opposed to testing in the
available combustor rigs, was found to coincide more fully with the program objectives, in terms
of the required schedules and test conditions.
Dynamic temperature sensor data were taken during the initial F100 engine tests where
steady-state power settings from idle to intermediate power (see Table V) were made. These
power settings could provide combustor exit temperatures of 811K (1000°F) to 1867K (2600°F)
in increments of 56K (100°F). Each engine run condition was maintained for approximately 5
min duration.
TABLE V. F100 TURBINE INLET GAS CONDITION RANGES
Power Setting
Idle Max
AverageTotalTemperature K 950 1680
(OR) (1700) (3020)
Average Total Pressure N/m2 4.13 x 10±s 2.02 × 106(psia) (60) (292)
AverageMachNo.atCombustorExit 0.15-0.20
MachNo.atAP-5 0.35
BorescopeLocation
D. TASK 5 _ FABRICATION AND TESTS
Three probe assemblies based on the final designs generated and approved in Task 4 were
fabricated. Two subscale combustor probes and one F100 probe were completed. The fabricated
sensors were then inspected prior to testing. The testing, consisting of the: (1) System
Shakedown and Compensation Verification Tests; (2) Subscale Combustor Tests; and the Full-
Scale F100 Engine Tests, were conducted as planned in Task 4. All test objectives or
environmental guidelines were met except for the 5 hr life requirement. A post-test inspection of
the probe sensor was also conducted.
4O
1. Sensor Fabrication
Two subscale combustor probes were fabricated based on the design shown in Task 4.
Figure 16 shows the completed sensor trip geometry of the probe that was fabricated and later
tested in the subscale combustor. One full-scale F100 probe assembly was fabricated and is
shown in Figure 17.
• r
FD 267186
Figure 16. Subscale Combustor Probe -- As Fabricated
FD 267187
Figure 17. Full Scale FIO0 Probe -- As Fabricated
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2. Sensor Pre-Test Inspection
The subscale combustor probe element junctions were inspected to determine the
junction's actual dimensions and weld uniformity. Each thermocouple junction was inspected
under a Nikon Metaphot microscope at 100X or 200X magnification. Photomicrographs of each
junction and a graduated scale were made to measure the junction diameter and uniformity of
the wire cross section. Two angular orientations of each wire were photographed 90 deg apart. A
number of different readings of each photograph were obtained to define the mean value and
precision of each sample. Measurement uncertainty of this technique is + 1.3 um or 5 x 10-'_in.
for the 76 _m elements and +_2.5 _m or 1 x 10 -4 in. for the 250 _m elements. Effects of these
uncertainties on temperature uncertainty were later determined in Task 6 sensitivity analyses
using the completed data reduction method.
The results of these element inspections for the subscale combustor are shown in
Figure 18. Other important probe element dimensions were also determined by measuring
photomicrographs of the completed sensor and the final results along with the print dimensions
are presented in Table VI. Table VI shows that the final element diameters are slightly
undersized from the nominal wire values, however, all of the dimensions presented no problems
structurally or operationally.
The full-scale F100 probe element junctions were also inspected and the results are shown
in Figure 19. A summary of the sensor tip dimensions for the probe is presented on Table VII
and shows the elements are slightly oversized. A review of these dimensions shows that the
minor variations listed in the dimensions should not affect the probe's operation.
Photomicrograph Photomicrograph
of 76p.m (0.003 in.) of 250p.m (0.010 in.)
element (200X) element (IOOX)
Measured Measured
diameter = 74/=m + !.3/=m diameter = 251#m + 2.5#m
(0.0029 in.) (0.0099 in.)
FD 267188
Figure 18. Subscale Combustor Probe Pre-Test Inspection -- Microscopic Inspection of
Junctions
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Photomicrograph Photomicrograph
of 76pro (0.003 in.) of 250pro (0.010 in.)
element (205.74X) element (101.6X)
Measured Measured
diameter = 78pm __ 1.3pm diameter = 260pro __ 2.5pm
(0.0031 in.) (0.0102 in.)
FD 267189
Figure I9. FIO0 Probe Pre-Test Inspection -- Microscopic Inspection o[ Junctions
TABLE VI. SUBSCALE COMBUSTOR PROBE PRE-TEST INSPECTION SUMMARY
Print Measured
Dim urn (in.) urn (in.)
A 76 (0.003) 74 (0.0029)
B 250 (0.010) 251 (0.0099)
Support k..,..=-,,.J
dlaG " Junction C 3810 (0.150) 3810 (01150)
D 5080 (0.200) 4570 (0.180)E 2290 (0.090) 2670 (0.105)Support / I -
dia H'--J t--Junction F 5080 (0.200) 5590 (0.220)dla A
G 510 (0.020) 510 (0.020)
H " 380 (0.015) 380 (0.015)
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TABLE VII. F100 PROBE PRE-TEST INSPECTION SUMMARY
Print Measured
Dim um (in.) _rn (in.)
A 76 (0.003) 78 (0.0031)
B 250 (0.010) 260 (0.0102)
Suppc,rt ,_ =...j
dig G " Junction
--_l-s JF _ C 1910(0.075) 208O(0.082)
_i D 2540 (0.100) 2260 (0.089)E 1220(0.048) 1270(0.050)Support/ !
dillH"-J t-Junction F 3180 (0.125) 2810 (0.111)
dlll A
G 510 (0.020) 510(0.020)
H 380 (0.015) 380 (0.015)
3. Computer Software Development
a. Introduction
The data processing software for the Dynamic Gas Temperature Measurement System
(DGTMS) was developed on a Hewlett Packard (HP) model 5451C Fourier Analyzer System
with Signature Analysis Option. Software programs were written in HP Fortran IV and HP
Keyboard (a high level language). Extensive use was made of the HP Signature Analysis
package software to edit, acquire, store, transfer, Fourier transform and plot data. Overall
program execution is controlled via keyboard programs. The finite difference model equations,
NBS calibration curve coefficients, curve fit coefficients for various gas stream and t/c wire
properties and the subroutine to determine the in-situ value of F from the measured transfer
function were written in HP Fortran IV. The software listings and operating procedure are
contained in Volume II.
The maximum number of time records the system can acquire is 120 (i.e., 120 records each
of the 76 _m (3 rail) dynamic signal, the 250 _m (10 mil) dynamic signal, and the 250 um dc
signal sampled simultaneously). Each record is 2048 samples in length. The program as written,
permits sampling rates of 409.6 Hz (spectral line AF = 0.2 Hz), 1024 Hz (AF = 0.5 Hz), 2048 Hz
(AF = 1 Hz), and 4096 Hz (AF = 2 Hz). The lower sampling rate capability was included to
permit utilization of the data compensation technique with larger diameter t/c's with inherently
lower frequency response (i.e., data would be compensated over a lower frequency range).
b. Program Output Formats
The program outputs the processing results in plot format. Digital printouts of the plotted
data can be output with simple HP Fourier operating system keyboard commands by the
operator. Plots and printouts can be hardcopied. Data can be presented over a partial or the full
range of the analysis in the frequency or time domains (single record basis).
Specific outputs available are:
1. Instantaneous temperature vs time for the compensated or uncompensat-
ed dynamic signal from the smaller (Note 1) diameter t/c and the o
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uncompensated dynamic signal from the larger diameter t/c -- any user
specified record out of a 120 records (maximum).
2. Instantaneous temperature vs time for the uncompensated dc signal from
the larger diameter t/c -- any user specified record out of a 120 records
(maximum).
3. Ensemble averaged (1 to 120 averages) frequency spectra of compensated
or uncompensated small diameter t/c or uncompensated (Note 1) larger
diameter t/c -- data can be presented in any of the following forms (user
select):
FlLpe_i_n Dimpn_inn_ En_inpprln_ ?Tnit_
• Power Spectral Density Mean Square °F2 K:
(PSD) Hz Hz Hz
• Log Power Spectral Density Mean Square db ref l°F 2 .309K2
• • 10 loglo PSD Hz Hz Hz
• Linear Power Spectral Density rms °F .556K
• • Positive Square Root of Hz Hz Hz
Power Spectral Density
function
• Narrowband Frequency Spec- rms °F (K)
trum
• • Positive square root of the
autospectral density (auto-
power) function with nar-
rowband signal correction
for FFT windowing func-
tion applied and no nor-
malization to per unit
bandwidth.
4. Instantaneous frequency spectra of the time domain waveforms in (1)
above using the presentations from (3). Use of the prefix "Instantaneous"
in conjunction with the analyses in (3) denotes that the spectrum was
made directly from the specified singular time record.
c. Program Structure
The basic steps in the program execution are as follows:
1. Operator enters program variables for t/c geometry, operating conditions,
and data acquisition.
NoteI: Compensatedspectraofthe250/zm(10mid t/ccanbeobtainedbyoperatormanipulationfthedatastorage
locationsutilizingsimpleHP FourierSystemKeyboardCommands.
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2. Program computes the theoretical gain ratio _2./8_.vs a range of values of
aerodynamic parameter r at frequencies fl ---*fz.The range of F is based on
a nominal value of r corresponding to the variables entered in (1) above.
3. Operator keys program to acquire t/c test data {typically one to two
minutes in length)
• dynamic signals from the smaller and larger t/c's
• dcsignalfromeitherthelargerorsmallert/c
4. Programconvertsdigitizedt/cdatafrommillivoltstotemperature(°F)
usingNBS calibrationcurvecoefficientsfortypeB t/c.
5. ProgramdeterminesH(f)the measuredvalueof thetransferfunction
(frequencyresponse)betweenthelargerandsmallerdiametert/c'sandthe
correspondingcoherencefunction(7212(f)).
6. Programdeterminestheinsituvalueofr usingthe measuredtransfer
function(H(f))from(5)inconjunctionwiththetheoreticalv uesof#2./8
i.vsr obtainedin(2)above.
7. Programcomputesthecompensationspectrumusingthemeasuredvalue
of r.
8. Operator selects specific record(s) to be compensated and plotted.
4. System Shakedown and Compensation Verification Lab Tests
Laboratory tests were run to evaluate the effectiveness of the compensation technique and
provide a system shakedown prior to acquisition of the rig and engine test data. Evaluation of
the DGTMS software was accomplished in two test series. The first test series used a simple
first-order RC network which simulated the 76 _m thermocouple. The purpose of this series was
to refine and evaluate'the Fast Fourier Transform technique, and culminated in definition of
the error introduced through numerical manipulation of the data. In the second test series, a
laboratory evaluation was performed on an analog simulation of the dual thermocouples (RC
network equivalents of the 9 node finite models of the 76 um and 250 _m t/c's). Using these
analog circuits it was possible to make direct comparisons of DGTMS results with known input
signals and known compensation spectra.
a. Evaluations of Computer FFT Compensation Technique and Associated Errors
Even if the compensation spectrum for the thermocouple could be measured without error,
there could be significant errors in the DGTMS compensated results (particularly in the time
waveform) due to the FFT techniques utilized in the compensation procedure.
During development of the FFT compensation procedures, a known correct compensation
spectrum (i.e., a conventionally measured frequency response function) for a simple 1st order
RC analog circuit with a frequency response function similar to a 76 _m t/c was used for initial
evaluation and refinement of the software. Note that these particular tests do not evaluate the
accuracy with which the DGTMS technique determines the compensation spectrum.
The test procedure consisted of first measuring the frequency response of the RC network
using conventional Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) techniques and storing the measured -
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response in the computer (frequency domain). Various types of signals including wideband
random, singular sinusoidal frequencies, and step inputs were then input to the RC network and
both the input and output signals digitized into the Fourier System simultaneously. The output
signal was compensated in the frequency domain using the previously measured frequency
response function and then transformed to the time domain. The cgmpensated output
(frequency and time domain) was then compared with the measured input signal.
To minimize errors in the compensated time waveform generated by inverse FFT of the
compensated frequency spectrum, the following procedure was developed and incorporated into
the DGTMS software:
1. Multiply the uncompensated time waveform by the FFT Hanning window.
2. FFT the windowed signal to yield the instantaneous frequency spectrum.
3. At every frequency in the spectrum where the amplitude is less than a user
specified threshold, set amplitude and phase to zero.
4. Divide the modified instantaneous spectrum by the compensation spec-
trum (complex math) accounting for both amplitude and phase terms.
5. Inverse FFT the compensated instantaneous spectrum to obtain the
compensated time waveform.
6. Divide the compensated time waveform by the FFT Hanning window.
7. Set 1st and last quarter of compensated time waveform to zero.
8. Repeat steps 1 thru 7 on a new uncompensated time record composed by
overlapping portions of the original uncompensated time record and the
next contiguous time record to yield a composite compensated time
waveform beginning one quarter of the time into the first time record and
extending thru the first quarter of the next contiguous time record. Note
that there must be no loss of sampled data between the contiguous time
records (i.e., the data acquisition must be in real time). If only one time
record is available, the compensated time waveform will be zero for the
first and last quarter of the record.
The data analysis program contains a user variable threshold (relative db) which is applied
when the compensated time waveform is generated ((3) above). The software determines the
highest amplitude in the uncompensated instantaneous frequency spectrum and then sets to 0
the amplitude and phase of any spectral component whose amplitude is less than the specified
value of db below the highest amplitude. This is to minimize errors in the compensated time
waveform due to applying high gain corrections at spectral lines which are predominantly noise.
The threshold is not applied to the compensated ensemble averaged frequency spectrum.
Selection of the threshold should be made based on inspection of the instantaneous frequency
spectrum (uncompensated) of the time record to be compensated and the ensemble averaged
frequency spectrum of the ambient background noise. Additionally, the ensemble averaged
noise frequency spectrum (uncompensated) can be utilized to select a threshold. As can be seen
from Figure 20 (ensemble averaged frequency spectrum of the output, input, and compensated
output of a 76 _m t/c), a threshold of about -35 db could be required to prevent errors in the
compensated time waveform for the signal levels in this specific case. A noise floor (probably in
the anti-aliasing filter) has been reached at about -43 db (relative) in the uncompensated
• spectrum. The threshold would be selected somewhat above this level.
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FD 267190
Figure 20. Evaluation of FFT Compensation Technique -- Power Spectral Density
PLOTS o[ 76 _m (3 mid Analog Circuit Compensated Output, Measured
Input and Measured Output Using 250 Hz Bandwidth Random Noise ....
• o .
The program also permits the repeated (user specified) application of a simple smoothing
algorithm on time domain data:
dn= 0.25 d n-i + 0.5 dn+ 0.25 da+r
The routine was incorporated to permit smoothing of step function data which contain
fluctuations in amplitudes thought to be associated with truncations in the compensated
instantaneous frequency spectrum (Figures 21 through 23). In general, it appears that an
erroneous fluctuation occurs in the envelope for the compensated time waveform at the
frequency at which the compensated spectrum is truncated (prior to inverse FFT transforming
to the time domain). In other words, if sufficient dynamic range existed in the compensated
spectrum such that truncation occurred at the Nyquist frequency (the limit of the analysis) an
amplitude fluctuation of Nyquist frequency would be present in the compensated step function
time waveform. Based on the lab evaluations performed, application of this smoothing
algorithm is not recommended for any wave shape other than a step and it should only be
applied judiciously to step data. Smoothing was not applied to the data presented in this report.
The final evaluations of the software compensation techniques were made utilizing the
76 _m (3 mil) nine node analog model of Figure 24. These tests were used to establish the
accuracy with which a signal could be compensated assuming that the correct compensation
spectrum has been measured. The conventionally measured (256 average) frequency response
for the 76 _m (3 mil) circuit was used as the compensation spectrum. The accuracy was
determined by comparing the compensated output signal with the actual input signal which had
been digitized simultaneously with the output signal• Comparisons were made on the data
presented in both the time and frequency domains. The accuracy comparisons were made :
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utilizing digital printouts of the data (rather than scaling values from data presented in plot
format), Evaluations were made for the following signals:
• 20 Hz sinusoid
~
200 Hz sinusoid
1000 Hz sinusoid
- • 250 Hz BW random
1250 Hz BW random
• STEP input.
| | | ! I ! ! ! |
1.6 /--- Compensated output(-50 db threshold)
0.8 %_i_
/ _ Input
0 0 I I ri | | I | | | I
> /
f/
/
-0.8
-1.6
• • • • • • • i |
50 60 70 80 90 00
Time (ms)
FD 267191
Figure 21. Evaluation of FFT Compensation Technique _ Instantaneous Voltage us
Time: Compensated Output o[ 76 um (3 mil) Analog Circuit Measured
Input and Measured Output (-50db Threshold, Step Input)
Figures 20 thru 23, 25, and 30 thru 39 are plots of the measured output, compensated
output, and the measured input in the time and frequency domains for the various types of
signals evaluated (sine, random, step}. For these evaluations the sampling frequency was 4096
Hz which yields a frequency spectrum range of 2048 Hz with 2 Hz spectral line separation. Each
record was 500 ms in length.
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Figure 22. Evaluation of FFT Compensation Technique -- Instantaneous Voltage vs
Time: Compensated Output of 76 pm (3 rail) Analog Circuit (-70db
Threshold, STEP Input)
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)ensated
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Frequency (Hz) FD 267193
Figure 23. Evaluation of FFT Compensation Technique -- Instantaneous Power
Spectral Density Plots of Compensated Output of 76 pm (3 rail) Analog
Circuit, Measured Input and Measured Output (-50 db Threshold, STEP
Input
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From digital printouts of the data presented in Figures 20 thru 23, and 30 thru 39, the
accuracy of the FFT compensation technique was evaluated. Errors in the compensated
functions were computed as follows and do not include errors associated with determination of
the compensation spectrum:
a. Ensemble averaged frequency spectrum
output power spectral \
density function -1 )Gain Error (f} _/Input power spectral density func- X 100%tion
b. Instantaneous frequency spectrum of compensated time waveform:
Polar Magnitude (compensated output) 1)Gain Error (f) = Polar Magnitude (input) X 100%
Phase Error (f) = Input phase - Compensated output phase
Gain and phase errors were actually computed by complex division with
respective frequency spectra expressed in rectangular coordinate form
(real and imaginary) and then converted to polar coordinate form. The
DGTMS software computes the instantaneous frequency spectrum as the
square root of the power spectrum and does not contain phase information.
The phase errors were evaluated during the lab tests to provide a
measurement of the phase errors associated with the compensated time
waveform.
c. Instantaneous time waveform (3 methods)
(RMS compensated output l)1. RMS input x 100%
RMS residue*2. RMS input 100%
( Max instantaneous Peak Residue* )3. Max instantaneous Peak input X 100%
*Residue -- input minus compensated output
The rms of the time waveforms were computed using operator keyboard functions
provided in the Hewlet Packard (HP) Fourier System operating system.
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FD 267894
Figure 24. Evaluation of FFT Compensation Technique -- Lab Setup
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--40 db threshold
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FD 267194
Figure 25. Evaluation of FFT Compensation Technique -- Instantaneous Voltage vs
Time: Measured Input to 76 #m (3 rail) Analog Circuit Compared with
Compensated Output (_. 1 KHz Sinewave)
2;02o47(f(t))(f(t))RMS = 2048
where:
2048 = the number of data points in the data record, and f(t) is the digitized time
waveform of 2048 data points.
Tables VIII, IX, and X summarize the results. For time domain data, the errordefined by
RMS residue/RMS input is considered the most applicable because it includes error due to
improper phasing.
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TABLE VIII. AMPLITUDE ERROR IN COMPENSATED
ENSEMBLE AVERAGED FREQUENCY
SPECTRUM DUE TO COMPUTER
FFT COMPENSATION TECHNIQUE
4 Hz-200 Hz 200 Hz-lO00 Hz
250 Hz BW random 64 avg's PP-1.2%/+0.2% --
1250Hz BW random 64 avg's -3.1%/+I.1% -1.9%/+1.1%
20 Hz Sinewave 64 avg -0.1% --
200 Hz Sinewave 1 avg -1.1%
I000 Hz Sinewave 1 av[[ __ -2%
TABLE IX. AMPLITUDE AND PHASE ERRORS IN COMPENSATED
INSTANTANEOUS* FREQUENCY SPECTRUM DUE TO
COMPUTER FFT COMPENSATION TECHNIQUE
I avg
4 Hz-200 Hz 200 Hz-IO00 Hz
Gain _ Gain 4J
250 Hz BW random -35 db -5.7%/4.5% -1.9°/2.1 ° --
1250 Hz BW random -60 db -8.6%/1% -2.6o/3.0 ° -19%/20% -2.6°/3.0 °
20 Hz Sinewave -40 db 0.4% -0.4 ° --
200 Hz Sinewave -40 db -1.1% -0.1 ° -- --
-- -2% 0.1 °
I000 Hz Sinewave -40 db
Large uncertainties in the random signals are due to very low signal levels at various frequencies
within bandwidth
*Spectrum of compensated time waveform
TABLE X. AMPLITUDE ERROR IN COMPENSATED INSTANTANEOUS
TIME WAVEFORM DUE TO COMPUTER COMPENSATION
TECHNIQUE
RMS Comp.. RMS of Residue* Max ph Residue
RMS Input RMS Input Max pk Input
250 Hz BW Random -35 db 0.6% 4.4% 3.3%
1250 Hz BW Random -60 db 0.3% 10.6%
20 Hz Sinewave -40 db 0.3% 2.0% 3.6%
200 Hz Sinewave -40 db 1.0% 1.6% 2.8%
1000 Hz Sinewave -40 db 2.0% 2.5% 4.0%
Step input -50 db threshold: +10.5% overshoot with 2 ms lead and 2 ms lag
*Residue ffi input minus compensated output
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Results in both the time and frequency domains for the discrete sinusoids are quite good as
follows: <_2.5% gain errorand _0.4 deg phase error from 4 Hz to 1000 Hz.
- Errors for the random signals are higher as would be expected due to the inherently poorer
signal-to-noise ratio and, in the case of the time waveform, the accumulative nature of the gain
and phase errors (i.e., the instantaneous waveform is the net summation of the amplitudes and
phasing of all of its frequency components). The ensemble averaged frequency spectra of the
random signalshavelessthan __.3.1%gainerror(4Hz to I000Hz).The instantaneoustime
waveformerror(RMS Residue/RMSinput)was __4.4%forthe250Hz bandwidthand +-10.6%
forthe1250Hz bandwidth.Errorsinthecompensatedtimewaveformsevaluatedusingthegain
and phaseerrorsinitsinstantaneousfrequencyspectrumrangedbetween-5.7% and +4.5%
gainerrorand-1.9degto2.1degphaseerrorinthe250Hz bandwidthand-19% to+20% gain
errorand -2.6degto+3.0degphaseoverthe1250Hz bandwidth.The largerbandoferrorsare
due totheverypoorsignaltonoiseratiosat variousfrequencieswithintheinstantaneous
frequencyspectrum(referenceFigure38).
The errorsinthe stepfunctionwere predominatelyerroneousamplitudefluctuations
thoughttobe associatedwithtruncationfthefrequencyspectrumduringthecompensation
process.Witha -50 db threshold,therewasa 10.5percentovershootinamplitudeanda _+2ms
.. leadand lagtimeresponse.When thewaveformwas compensatedovera higherfrquencyband
(i.e.,-70 db),thetimeresponserrordecreasedsignificantly.However,theamplitudeofthe
erroneousoscillationsi creased.When a smoothcurveishand fitthroughthesteady-state
portionofthedata(Figure22),theresultsaresignificantlyimproved.
b. Evaluation of Errors in the Compensation Spectrum
To evaluatetheerrordue tothemeasurementaccuracyofthet/celementdiameters,the
theoreticaltransferfunctionbetweenthelargeand smallt/c'sat r = 1.0computedforthe
baselineconditionswas usedasthemeasuredtransferfunction.Baselineconditionswerethe
F100probewith76_m (3.00mil)and250_m (10.00mil)t/celementsoperatingat:
TT = 1200K (1700°F)
PT = 2.0 X 106N/m 2 (290 psia)
M, = 0.23
F/A = 0.02
The compensation spectrum was computed for the baseline conditions (r = 1.0) and used as the
correct spectrum. The finite model dimensions for the smaller wire were decreased by 1.7 _
0.1% and the larger wire increased by 0.5%. Using the baseline measured transfer function, the
in-situ value of r for the newly dimensioned model was obtained and the compensation
spectrum computed. This spectrum was then compared to the baseline correct spectrum as
above to yield the gain and phase errors. In the 4 Hz to 200 Hz frequency range, the maximum
gain error was +_4.9% and the maximum phase error was +_1.3 deg. In the 200 Hz to 1K Hz
range the maximum gain error was +_5.2 % and +_0.8 deg.
Error in the measurement of the transfer function (H(f))between the outputs of the two
thermocouples will also influence the overall accuracy. The error in the transfer function
measurement is described in terms of the coherence (measured in conjunction with the transfer
function) and the number of averages taken as follows:
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(1 - 72)_/2
where
_2= coherence function
N = No. of ensembleaverages.
For theF100 enginedataprocessedunderthiscontract,hemeasuredcoherence(_2)
rangedfrom 0.9613to 0.9767.The number of ensembleaverageswas 120.This yieldsa
maximum errorof_ 1.3% inthemeasuredtransferfunction.To assesstheeffectofan errorin
themeasuredtransferfunction,thecompensationspectrumwasdeterminedwitha +1.5% error
introducedinthemeasuredtransferfunction.The valuesofthe"measured"baselinetransfer
functionforthesame F100baselinemodelaboveweresimplymultipliedby 1.015.Usingthis
modifiedata,themeasuredvalueofther was determinedand thecorrespondingcompensa-
tionspectrumwas generatedand comparedtothecorrectspectruminthesame mannerasthe
othercasesabove.Inthe4 Hz to200Hz range,theerrorwas 3.3%. Inthe200Hz to1000Hz
bandtheerrorwas3.5%.
To evaluatethe errorinthecompensationspectrumwhen conductioneffectsarenot
included(i.e.,ifthet/c'swereonlymodeledasfirstorder),theF100baselinemodelwasrunwith
thesupportwirediametersofthe76_m (3mid and the250/_m(10mid dimensionedthesame
as theirelementdiameters(76_m (3 mid and 250 _m (10miD, respectively).Again,the
theoreticaltransferfunctionatr = 1.0forthebaselineF100modelwas usedasthemeasured
transferfunctionand thein-situvalueofr forthedimensionallymodifiedcasewasdetermined
and thecorrespondingcompensationspectrumwas generated.Figure40 showsthegainerror
(usingthebaselineF100 probemodelasreference)asa functionoffrequency.The errorsare
typically+20 to+25% overtheentirebandwidth(1000Hz).
c, Overall Accuracy
The overall accuracy was determined by root sum squaring (RSS) the errors associated
with the computer FFT compensation technique, T/C element diameter measurement,
measurement of the transfer function between the large and small diameter t/c (H(f)), and the
data acquisition/reproduce system noise. The contract accuracy goal was +_5 % in the 4 Hz to
200 Hz bandwidth and ___10%in the 200 Hz to 1000 Hz bandwidth (for 1000K p-p sinewave).
TableXI showstheerrorsassociatedwiththecompensatedaveragefrequencyspectrum
and TableXII thecompensatedinstantaneoustimewaveform.The mostaccurateresultsare
obtainedforthecompensatedaveragedfrequencyspectrum.Thisisbecauseaveragingreduces
errorsassociatedwithpoorSNR. Additionally,thegainand phaseerrorsassociatedwitheach
frequencycomponentareaccumulativeinthe timewaveformbut arenot inthefrequency
spectrum.
i
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TABLE XI. OVERALL ERROR -- AVERAGED FREQUENCY SPECTRUM
Error Due Error Due to
toData FFT * ** Total
System Compensation- Error Error Error
SNR Technique (DIA'S) (H(D) (RSS)
1000K (1800°F) p-p at 200 Hz <0.1% 1.1% 4.9% 3.3% 6.0%
1000K (1800°F) p-p at 1000 Hz <0.1% 2.0% 5.2% 3.5% 6.6%
:ffi 15K (27°F) p-p/ _ 4 Hz to 200 Hz 0.7% 1.2% 4.9% 3.3% 6.1%
__ 15K (27"F) p-p/ _ 200 Hz to 1000 Hz 3.8% 1.9% 5.2% 3.5% 7.6%
6.7K (12°F) p-p/spectral line at 200 Hz 2.2% 1.2% 4.9% 3.3% 6.4%
=ffi6.7K (12°F) p-p/spectral line at 1000 Hz 10.0% 1.9% 5.2% 3.5% 12.0%
• Error due to perturbation of measurement error in t/c diameters
•* Error due to perturbation of measurement error in H(f)
TABLE XII. OVERALL ERROR -- INSTANTANEOUS TIME WAVEFORM
Error Due *Error Due to
to Data FFT ** *** Total
System Compensation Error Error Error
SNR Technique (DIA 'S) (H(/)) (RSS)
1000K (1800°F) p-p at 200 Hz <_0.1% 1.6% 4.9% 3.3% 6.1%
1000K (1800°F) p-p at 1000 Hz _0.1% 2.5% 5.2% 3.5% 6.7%
-----15K (27°F) p-p/ _ 4 Hz to 200 Hz 0.7% 4.4% 4.9% 3.3% 7.4%
15K (27°F) p-p/ _ 200 Hz to 1000 Hz 3.8% 10.6% 5.2% 3.5% 12.9%
_ffi6.7K (12°F) p-p/spectral line 4 Hz to 200 Hz 2.2% 4.4% 4.9% 3.3% 7.7%
6.7K (12°F) p-p/spectral line 200 Hz to 1000 Hz 10.0% 10.6% 5.2% 3.5% 15.9%
RMS residule
* RMS input × 100%
** Error due to perturbation of measurement error in t/c diameters
*** Error due to perturbation of measurement error in H(f)
Fortheaveragedfrequencyspectrum,theerrorof1000K (1800°F)p-psinusoidsinthe
4 Hz to200Hz bandwidthwas ___6.0%and __.6.6%inthe200Hz to1000Hz bandwidth.For
_15K (27°F)p-p/_/ Hz random noisewitha bandwidthof4 Hz to 200Hz, theerrorwas
_ 6.1% andinthe200Hz to1000Hz bandwidthitwas +_7.6%.
Fortheinstantaneoustimewaveform,theoverallerrorwas _ 6.1% for1000K(1800°F)p-p
sinusoidsinthe4 Hz to200Hz bandwidthand _ 6.7% inthe200Hz to1000Hz bandwidth.The
errorfora 15K (27°F)p-p/_ randomsignalwas ___7.4%fora 4 Hz to250Hz bandwidth
and _ 12.9%fora250Hz to1000Hz bandwidth.
i
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d. Analog Simulation of Dual Wire Thermocouples
Equationswere derived(AppendixE) fortheelectricalanalogequivalent,passiveRC
networkoftheninenodefiniteelementthermocouplemodelforuseinlabevaluationsofthe
dualt/capproach.Two breadboardninenodeRC elementnetworkmodels,oneforthe76/_m
(3 rail)and one forthe 250 /_m(10rail)thermocouplewere fabricated.The circuitswere
modeledfortheF100probegeometryoperatingatthefollowingconditions:
TT = 1200K (1700°F)
PT = 2.0x 106N/m 2(290psia)
M n = 0.22
F/A = 0.02.
Designvaluesofresistanceand capacitanceforthesesimulatorsareshowninFigure26.
Potentiometerswereusedfortheresistivecomponentsand valuesweresetby measurement
witha digitalohmmeter (_ -1%). Valuesofcapacitivecomponentswere combinationsof
standardvaluecapacitors(+10%) and were notmeasured.Scheduleconstraintsprecluded
obtainingmoreprecisecapacitancevalues.
R2 R1
Ro
EG
Thermocouple element diameter
Where: 76_m 254.m
Ro 7592 [Z 46.2 Kfl Note: Values listed
R1 1739 fl 11.8 Kfl Correspond to F100
R2 217.4 [z 5.66 K9 Probe operating at:
R3 3796 Q 23.11 Kfl TT = 1200K (1700°F)
R4 1049 Q 12.447KQ PT: 2.0 X 106N/m2(290 psia)
RS 543.5 _ 8.515 KQ MN = 0.22
RS 1087 _ 17.031 Kfl F/A = 0.02
Co 0.5 ,fd 0.5 .fd
C1 1.0 /_fd 1.0 .fd
C2 2.45 p.fd 4.34 .fd
C3 78 ,fd 7.67 _fd FD 267195
Figure 26. RC Analog Network Simulation _ Full-Scale Test Conditions
The purpose of this test was to determine the compensation spectrum (gain and phase as a"
function of frequency) of the 76 ttm (3 rail) analog circuit (and the 250 ttm analog circuit) from
the measured transfer function taken between the outputs of the analog circuits of the 76 gm
(3 mid t/c and the 250 ttm (10 mil) circuit (Figure 27) utilizing the DGTMS software and
compare it with the known frequency response spectrum (measured single input -- single
output using conventional FFT techniques). Wideband (1250 Hz BW) random noise was utilized
in these measurements. Because of the lack of precision in the analog circuit components,
thermocouple length and diameter values input to the HOST program compensation software
were varied until best agreement between the DGTMS program results and the known
compensation spectra were obtained. The conventionally measured spectra were generated by
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measuring the transfer function between the input and output of the analog circuit using a 256
ensemble averaged FFT transfer function:
Gig(f)
H(O = Gain / phase (0 = Gll
Note that the obvious errors in the conventional measurement above 21400 Hz (Figure
28) are due to poor signal-to-noise ratio intentionally introduced to prevent aliasing via an anti-
aliasing filter.
aft
(_1
Random Anti-aliasing 9 node RC
Noise Filter - Model - 76#m (3 mil) T/C
Generator 1250 Hz
9 Node RC
Model - 250pm (10 rail) T/C Fourier analyzer
• RC networks model'd as F100 probe
1200K (1700° F)
2.0 × 106N/m2 ATMS (290 PSIA)
Mn 0.22
F/A 0.02
• Resistive Components --- _+ 1% (measured)
• Capacitive Components --_ _+ 10% (not measured)
FO 267196
Figure 27. Simulation of Dual Wire Thermocouples -- Lab Setup
The best match for the 76 pm (3 rail) t/c was obtained when it was modeled with an
element diameter of 75 pm (2.9 mils) and an element length of 711 pm (28.0 mils). The analog
circuits were designed to model the t/c as 76 pm (3.00 mils) diameter with a length of 610 pm
(24.0 mils). Gain match was within _+15% and phase match within +4.2 to -0.8 deg over the
frequency range of 4 Hz to 1000 Hz (Figure 29).
Similarly, for the 250 pm (0.010 in.) thermocouple case, the following parameters produced
the best match of compensation spectra: the diameter was 260 pm (10.3 mils) and the length was
1588 pm (62.5 mils) as opposed to design values of diameter equal to 250 pm (10 mils) and length
equal to 1588 pm (62.5 mils). Gain disagreement for this case was less than _+5% out to 100 Hz
(Figure 28). The compensation program developed under this contract uses the 250 pm (10 mil)
data only out to about 40 Hz. The agreement between the two methods is satisfactory, despite
lack of precision in the capacitance values in the analog model.
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Figure 28. Comparison ,,f 250 #m (10 rail) Experimentally Derived Compensation
Spectrum With Measured Single Input/Single Output Compensation
Spectrum
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Figure 29. Comparison of 76 #m (3 mid Experimentally Derived Compensation
Spectrum With Measured Single Input/Single Output Compensation
Spectrum
6O
Experiments performed with the analog circuits verified that the finite-element models of
the thermocouples work as required. Minor discrepancies, due to lack of precision in electrical
component values, could easily be corrected, given adequate time and resources.
S Input- 5.0 ....... Jl
= -Compensatedoutput
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3.0
Volts
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Figure 30. Evaluation of FFT Compensation Technique -- Narrowband Frequency
Spectra: Measured Input to 76 l_m (3 mil) Analog Circuit with
Compensated Output (_ 200 Hz Sinewave)
i
4 --40 db threshold
Inputl
_4
i
250 252 254 256 258 260 FD267200
Figure 31. Evaluation of FFT Compensation Technique -- Instantaneous Voltage vs
Time: Measured Input to 76 _m (3 rail) Analog Circuit Compared with
Compensated Output (_1 K Hz Sinewave) __
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Figure 32. Evaluation of FFT Compensation Technique -- Narrowband Frequency
Spectra: Measured Input to 76 #m (3 mil) Analog Circuit Compared with
Compensated Output (_1 K Hz Sinewave)
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Figure 33. Evaluation of FFT Compensation Technique -- Instantaneous Voltage vs
Time: Measured Input to 76 _m (3 rail) Analog Circuit Compared with
Compensated Output (250 Hz Bandwidth Random Noise)
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Figure 34. Evaluation of FFT Compensation Technique -- Expanded Time Segment
From Figure No. 33. "
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Figure 35. Evaluation of FFT Compensation Technique -- Instantaneous Power
Spectral Density Plots of 76 tzm (3 mid Analog Circuit Compensated
Output, Measured Input and Measured Output (250 Hz Bandwidth Random
Noise)
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Figure 36. Evaluation of FFT Compensation Technique -- Power Spectral Density
Plots of 76 #m (3 mil) Analog Circuit Compensated Output, Measured
Input and Measured Output (250 Hz Bandwidth Random Noise)
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Figure 37. Evaluation o[ FFI" Compensation Techniaue w Instantaneous Voltage us
Time: Measured Input to 76 _m (3 mil) Analog Circuit Compared with
Compensated Output (1250 Hz Bandwidth Random Noise)
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Figure 38. Evaluation of FFT Compensation Technique -- Instantaneous Power
Spectral Density Plots of 76 I_m (3 mil) Analog Circuit Compensated
Output, Measured Input and Measured Output (1250 Hz Bandwidth
Random Noise)
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Figure 39. Evaluation of FFT Compensation Technique -- Power Spectral Density
Plots of 76 um (3 mid Analog Circuit Compensated Output, Measured
Input and Measured Output (1250 Hz Bandwidth Random Noise)
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Figure 40. Gain Error in Compensation Spectrum Due to Neglect of Conduction
E[fects (FIO0 Engine Probe)
e. System Shakedown
For the system shakedown, an F100 probe was used with an on-line data acquisition and
analysis system setup configuration. The setup was made as shown in Figures 8 through 10.
However, the FM tape recorder/reproducer was not used. A Cadillac model 1000B flameless
torch was used to heat the thermocouples. This test was used primarily to checkout the data
acquisition portions of the system. The flameless torch only produced measurable temperature
fluctuations to about 30 Hz. The system successfully acquired the data and computed the
measured transfer function between the outputs of the two thermocouples.
In the shakedown configuration, the amplifier output signals were found to have excessive
(200 to 300 MV p-p at X1000 gain) 60 Hz noise. Additionally, any motion of the cabling between
the AC coupler output and the amplifier input was found to generate excessive noise. The noise
levels were reduced to acceptable levels (approximately 25 MV p-p at 60 Hz with a gain of 1000)
by increasing the value of the coupling capacitors from 0.018 u farad to 1.0 u farad and lowering
the input impedance of the amplifiers to approximately 100K ohms. The lower input impedance
was obtained by connecting 100K ohm resistors between input high and guard, and input low
and guard. Additionally, the coupling capacitors were mounted directly on the amplifier input
connectors to minimize noise generated by the input cable. The final configuration is shown in
Figure 8.
5. Subscale Combustor Tests
The subscale combustor tests were conducted without incident and the test data were
• obtained with one probe.
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The probe was installed and tested (see Figure 41) in the subscale combustor rig as
discussed on Task 4. The probe and a platinum tube used for measuring gas stream total
pressure were mounted downstream of the combustor exit plane. The mounting system was
retractable so the probe was not in the gas stream except when data was recorded.
TABLE XIII. SUBSCALE COMBUSTOR TEST
CONDITIONS
Test Velocity TTOTAL*
Point P,/P_ Maeh No. M/S (Ft/s) K(°R)
1 0.968 0.22 104 (340) 1050 (1890)
2 0.965 0.23 113 (370) 1160 (2090)
3 0.966 0.23 116 (380) 1220 (2200)
4 0.965 0.23 119 (390) 1280 (2310)
5 0.965 0.23 122 (400) 1330 (2400)
6 0.965 0.23 122 (400) 1390 (2500)
7 0.966 0.23 125 (410) 1450 (2610)
8 0.966 0.23 128'(420) 1510 (2720)
9 0.969 0.22 125 (410) 1570 (2820)
I0 0.967 0.23 131 (430) 1800 (3240)
PAMB = 1.014• 10+5N/M2 (I.001ATMS)
*Estimated
I=0 267056
Figure 41. Subscale Combustor Tests -- Probe Installed in MMT Burner
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Dynamictemp'raturedataand ambienttemperaturedatawererecordedon FM tapeper
thedataacquisitionsystemdiscussedinTask 4.The outputofeachamplifierwas double
recordedontheFM taperecorder(0.5Vrms and1.0Vrmsfull-scalerecordlevelchannels).The
signalevelsweremonitoredon an oscilloscopeandthefixedgainsetting(s)oftheamplifier(s)
weresetasnecessarytomaintainoptimum signalevelson the0.5Vrms recordchannel.Gain
settingswerecorrelatedwithtestpointstomaintaincalibration.The 1.0Vrms channelswere
recordedprecautionaryincasethe0.5Vrmschannelswereoverdriven.Datawasrecordedatten
steady-statecombustortestconditionsrangingfrom theminimum to maximum conditions
obtainablewiththecombustorfacility.The finalcombustorand probetestconditionsare
summarizedinTableXIII.Averagegastemperaturesvariedfrom1050K (1890°R)to 1800K
(3240°R).The gasstreamMach number andtotalpressurewasrelativelyconstantat0.23and
1.0atms,respectively.
6. Full-Scale FIO0 Engine Testa
The full-scaletestswereconductedasplannedinanFI00jetenginewhichwas undergoing
testingatP&WA's GovernmentProductsDivision(GPD) testfacility.D namic temperature
datawererecordedat15 enginetestconditionsshown inTableXIV.Two elementdatawere
recordedatthefirstsixtestpoints;atthispoint,thesmallelementfailed.Datawererecorded
forthelargerelementontheremainingtestconditions.
TABLE XIV. F100 TEST CONDITIONS
Test FTIT Pr4 Tr_ TpRoB_
(PRED)
Point K(° F) N/M 2 × 10_ (psia) K(° F) K(°F)
1 770 (920) 84.1 (83) 1080 (1490) 970 (1290)
2 820 (1020) 112 (110) 1130 (1580) 1060 (1450)
3 860 (1080) 128(126) 1190(1690) 1110(1530)
4 890 (1140) 145 (143) 1230 (1760) 1170 (1640)
5 930 (1210) 160 (158) 1280 (1850) 1230 (1750)
6* 960 (1260) 175 (173) 1320 (1920) 1270 (1830)
7 990 (1330) 196 (193) 1380 (2030) 1310 (1900)
15 1220 313 (309) 1710 (2620) 1570 (2370)
(1740)
Probe Mm _ 0.36 _ Ve| = 160 M/S (510 ft/sec)
"76 _m (0.003 in.) element failed
The F100 type probe was installed, as previously detailed in Figure 5 of Task 4. The test
program was completed with dynamic temperature data being recorded on FM taper per the
data acquisition system discussed in Task 4. Fifteen steady-state engine conditions or power
settings (see Table XIV) from idle to intermediate power were run and recorded. Ambient
(engine not running) data were also recorded to establish the system noise characteristics.
Dynamic temperature data for the probe's two elements were recorded on the first six test
conditions, at this point the smaller 76 _m (0.003 in.) element failed. The test condition at this
' time corresponded to an average gas temperature of 1270K (1830°F) and a pressure of
11.77 atms (173 psia). Dynamic temperature data were then recorded on the remaining larger
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250 **m/0.0t0 in.) element to the maximum gas temperature of 1570K (2370°F) and pressure of
21.03 atms (309 psia).
Post-test inspection of the probe elements later confirmed that the smaller 76 um
(0.003in.) element had failed and this was attributed to bombardment from solid particles in
the gas stream.
7. Post-Test Inspection
Microscopic inspections were made on the subscale and F100 probes that were tested.
Photomicrographs were made and used to measure the probe element dimensions. The results of
these inspections revealed a very small amount of erosion on both probes and confirmed that the
76/am (0.003 in.} element on the F100 probe had failed and was missing.
Figure 42 shows a magnified view of the subscale combustor probe after testing. The
surface of the elements shown corresponds to the side presented to the gas flow and shows an
increased surface roughness. (2loser inspection revealed this was a very thin buildup layer only
on the upstream gas side of the probe. This buildup layer did not affect the element dimensions.
FO 267057
Figure 42. Subscale Combustor Probe -- Post-Test Inspection
Figures 43 through 46 show various magnified views of the El00 probe after testing.
Inspections of the photographs shows that the 76 _m (0.003 in.) element is missing. It broke at
each support wire and it is assumed this was due to bombardment from solid particles in the gas
stream or excessive aerodyrmmic loading. Failure of the 76 _,m (0.003 in.) element occurred at
the intersection of the support wires and the element which corresponds to the maximum stress
location. Additionally, the support wires have been bent in the direction of the flow. This is
attributed to excessive bending stresses from aerodynamic loading and the longer length of the
j-
7O
supportwirescausedby.therosionoftheceramicementusedtopotaroundthesupportwires
andtheholesintheceramicstick(showninFigure46).The 250_m (0.010in.element)wasalso
bentduetotheadditionalloadingfromthe76_m (0.003in.)elementsupportwires.
The probedimensionsweredeterminedby measuringthephotomicrographstakenofthe
variousprobestructures.TableXV summarizesthe pre-andpost-testdimensionsof both
probes.The dimensionsofthe76 _m (0.003in.)and 250/_m(0.010in.)elementsrevealthat
therewas a slightindicationfa reduction0.5_m (0.00002in.)aftertesting.However,this
amountofreductioniswithinthemeasurementaccuracyandisthereforequestionable.
FD 267058
Figure 43. FIO0 Probe Post-Test Inspection -- Front View
TABLE XV.PRE- AND POST-TEST PROBE INSPECTION
SUMMARY
Diameter, am (Inches)
Subscale F I O0
Combustor Probe Probe
Item Pre Post Pre Post
76 am Junction 74 74 78 --
(0.003 in.) (0.0029) (0.0029) (0.0030) (--)
250 am Junction 250 250 260 250
(0.010 in.) (0.0099) (0.0098) (0.0102) 0.0100)
380 _m Support 380 380 380 380
(0.015 in.) (0.0150) (0.0150) (0.0150) (0.0148)
510 am Support 510 510 510 510
(0.020 in.) 0.0200) (0.0200) (0.0200) (0.0200)
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FD 267059
Figure 44. FIO0 Probe Post-Test Inspection -- 3/4 View
FD 267060
Figure 45. FIO0 Probe Post-Te_t Inspection -- Side View
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FD 267062
Figure 46. Ft00 Probe Post-Test Inspection -- Top View
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E. TASK 6 m ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
1. General
Testdatawereobtainedforprobesinstalledina subscalecombustorrigand an FI00
engine.Two eventswereprocessedfromeach: an ambientpointtoestablisht ebackground
noiseand thetestpoint.AlltestdatawererecordedonFM tape.The datapointprocessedfrom
thesubscalecombustor igwas thepointofmaximum operatingtemperature.The F100data
pointwas thehighestemperaturepointpriortofailureofthe76 _m (3mid thermocouple
element.The asbuiltdimensionsoftheprobeelementsweremeasuredutilizingan optical
microscopeandthesedimensionswereusedwiththeprogramsoftware.
One hundredand twentydatarecordswereensembleaveragedtocomputethemeasured
transferfunctionbetweentheoutputsof the76 _m and 250 _m t/cforboththe subscale
combustorrigand FI00 enginedatatestpoints.At thesamplingrate(4096Hz) and record
length(2048points/record)used,eachrecordwas500ms longand thetotaltimeoverwhichthe
datawereaveragedwas 60 sec.The Fouriersystemanti-aliasingfi]_ersweresetto 1250Hz
(-3db point).Notethattheamplitudeofdatapresentedatfrequenciesabove1000Hz willbe
erroneousduetotheroll-offo thefilter.The measuredtransferfunctiondataatfrequencies8,
10 ...28,30 Hz were used in determiningthe in-situvalueof r used to generatethe
compensationspectra.Inthisfrequencyband,themeasuredcoherencefunction,/2(computedin
conjunctionwiththemeasuredtransferfunction)rangedfromabout0.96to 0.98indicating
excellentqualityinthemeasuredtransferfunction(frequencyresponsefunction).
The ambienteventswhichwererecordedtoestablishbackgroundsystemnoiselevelswere
runwiththeamplifiergains etthesameasduringthetestdata.GainsweretypicallyX500 for
the 76 _m t/c and Xl000 for the 250 _m t/c. For the subscale combustor, the ambient was
established with the combustor on and the t/c probe mounted, but retracted from the gas path.
For the F100 engine, the probe was installed in the engine but the engine was not running.
Additionally, the compensation spectrum measured at each test point was applied to the
ambient event to establish the signal-to-noise ratio of the compensated data.
2. Subscale Combustor Tests
The data point processed was test point No. 10. Test conditions were as follows:
• Pressure 1.04 atms (15.20 psia)
• Mean Temperature 1840 K(2780°F)
• Fuel/Air Ratio 0.025
• ProbeMn 0.23
Figure47 showstheuncompensatedinstantaneoustimedomain outputsofthe76 /_m
(3rail)t/cand the250um (10rail)t/c.Both t/c'sclearlyindicatethepresenceofthesame
periodiccomponentsbutofwidelydifferingamplitudesduetothedifferenceinthet/cdynamic
responses.The 76 um t/cwas indicatingabout222K (400°F)p-P fluctuationswithan rrnsof
36K (64°F).The 250 _m t/creadabout44K (80°F)p-P withan rms of 12K (21°F).The
backgroundnoisefor the 76 _m t/cwas about 1.6K (2.8°F)rms (Figure48) and was
predominatelyatpowerlinefrequency(60Hz).Thisindicatesanoveralltimedomainsignal-to-
noiseratio(SNR) forthe76_m dataofabout27db basedon thermssignalevels.Figure49is
the Power SpectralDensity(PSD) plotof the76 um t/coutputfortestpointNo. 10 and
ambient.Withtheexceptionofharmonicsofpowerlinefrequency,theSNR was >20 db up to _
500Hz,>12 db up to1000Hz and >10 db outto2000Hz.
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Figure 47. Instantaneous Temperature vs Time: Comparison of Uncompensated 76 _m
(3 rail) and 250 _m (10 rail) Thermocouple Outputs -- Subseale Combustor
Rig Test Point No. 10
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Figure 48, Instantaneous Temperature us Time: Uncompensated Background Noise
Measurement for 76 pm (3 rail) Thermocouple (Subscale Combustor Rig)
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Figure 49. Power Spectral Density Plots of Uncompensated 76 pm (3 mil)
Thermocouple Background Noise Compared with Its Uncompensated Output
• at Test Point NO10 (Subscale Combustor Rig)
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Figure 50. Instantaneous Temperature us Time o[ Compensated 76 tzm (3 mid
Thermocouple Output (-35 db Threshold-Subscale Combustor Rig Test
Point No. 10)
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Figure 51. Expanded Time Segment [rom Figure 50
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Figure 15 shows the compensation spectrum for the 76 um t/c at test point No. 10. At
1000 Hz the gain correlation is about 36 db and at 2000 Hz about 43 db. Figures 50 and 51 show
the 76 um t/c compensated instantaneous time waveform for one entire data record (500 ms)
and the first 100 ms of the data record. The compensated data show that the instantaneous
temperature fluctuations are actually about 550K (1000°F) p-P with an rms value of around
156K (281°F) rms. The compensation spectrum was also applied to the 76 _m ambient
" backgroundnoise(Figure52).The overallSNR ofthecompensatedtestdatapointto the
compensatedambientwasabout18.6db (timedomainsignals).
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Figure 52. Instantaneous Temperature vs time of Compensated 76 um (3 mid
Thermocouple Background Noise (-45 db SNR-Subscale Combustor Rig)
The compensated time domain data presented in Figures 50 and 51 were obtdined using a
data compensation threshold of -35 db. Figures 53 and 54 were processed with thresholds of
-45 db and -70 db, respectively. Even with the lower thresholds, the resulting waveforms were
well behaved (i.e., only slight increase in rms values and some higher frequency noise spikes).
The PSD plots of the compensated 76 _m t/c for test point No. 10 and ambient are contained in
Figure 55. Excluding power line harmonics, the SNR was > 18 db up to 500 Hz, > 13 db up to
1000 Hz, and >9.9 db out to 2000 Hz. Note that in the frequency band around 145 Hz, the SNR
is excellent (_ 43 db).
Prior to compensation, the linear PSD plot of the 76 _m t/c (Figure 56) indicates that the
temperature fluctuations are generally randomly distributed with a low amplitude (2K (4°F)
rms/ Hz) peak around 145 Hz. After compensating (Figure 57), the peak around 145 Hz is
found to be about 21K (37°F) rms/ Hz and predominately characterizes the temperature
fluctuations. The wideband random fluctuations present range from about 3K (5°F)
rms/ Hz to 8K (15°F) rms/ Hz over the 1000 Hz analysis bandwidth. The data presented
in Figures 56 and 57 are simply the square ro_)tof the PSD data presented in Figures 49 and 55. ,"
Figure 58 is the instantaneous (i.e., single record) PSD plot of the compensated time waveform.
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Figure 53. Instantaneous Temperature vs Time of Compensated 76 /_m (3 mil)
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Figure 54. Instantaneous Temperature vs Time o[ Compensated 76 /_m (3 mil)
Thermocouple Output (-70 db Threshold-Subscale Combustor Rig -- Test
Pont No. 10)
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Figure 55. Power Spectral Density Plots of Compensated 76 lzm (3 mil) Thermocouple
Background Noise Compared with Its Compensated Output at Test Point
No. 10 (Subscale Combustor Rig)
Comparing the PSD from a single record (Figure 58) with the 120 ensemble averaged PSD plot
(Figure 55), it can be seen that the peak in the averaged PSD spectrum around 145 Hz is not a
discrete frequency but a relatively narrow bandwidth peak in the random temperature
fluctuations around this frequency. The characteristics of this peak appear to be similar to a
classical structural resonance which has natural frequency and damping. In Figure 58, the
singular peak in the instantaneous compensated spectrum around 680 Hz is not real data. It is
attributed to errors generated during the FFT compensation process. By the time the
instantaneous spectrum is made on a compensated time waveform, 3 FFT transforms plus 3
FFT windowing functions have been utilized.
For the combustor rig, data from the 76/_m t/c was successfully compensated to about
1250 Hz (the -3 db point of the system anti-aliasing filter) in the frequency domain
presentation and about 600 Hz in the instantaneous time domain presentation. Better results,
i.e., SNR and compensation over a larger bandwidth, were obtained in the frequency domain.
This is because ensemble averaging is employed in the frequency domain and the compensation
is more direct than for the time domain.
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Figure 56. Linear Power Spectral Density Plot of Uncompensated 76 #m (3 mil)
Thermocouple Output (Subscale Combustor Rig Test Point No. 10)
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Figure 57. Linear Power Spectral Density Plot of Uncompensated 76 #m (3 rail)
Thermocouple Output (Subscale Combustor Rig Test Point No. 10)
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Figure 58. Instantaneous Power Spectral Density Plot of Compensated Time Waveform
of 76 #m (3 mid Thermocouple Output (Subscale Combustor Rig Test Point =
No. 10)
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3. Full-Scale FIO0 Engine Tests
Test point No. 5 was processed. Test conditions were:
• Pressure10.75atms(158psia)
• Mean temperature1250K (1790°F)
• Fuel/airratio0.02
• ProbeMn0.36
Figures59,60,61,and 62show theuncompensatedinstantaneoustimewaveformsofthe
76_m t/candthe250_m t/cfortestpointNo.5andtheambientbackgroundnoise.The overall
SNR fortheuncompensatedtimewaveformswas31db forthe76_m t/cand 26db forthe250
_m t/c. Uncompensated, the 76/_m t/c was indicating about 222K (400OF) p-p and the 250/zm
t/c about 55K (100°F) p-p.
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Figure 59. Instantaneous Temperature vs Time of Uncompensated 76 pm (3 mil)
Thermocouple Output (FIO0 Engine Test Point No. 5)
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Figure 60. Instantaneous Temperature vs Time: Uncompensated Background Noise
Measurement [or 76 #m (3 mid Thermocouple (FIO0 Engine Test)
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Figure 61. Instantaneous Temperature vs Time: Uncompensated 250 #m (10 mid
Thermocouple Output (FIO0 Engine Test Point No. 5)
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Figure 62. Instantaneous Temperature vs Time: Uncompensated Background Noise
Measurement for 250 /_m (10 mid Thermocouple _F1¢)0 Engine Test)
Figures 63 and 64 are the PSD plots of the uncompensated 76 um t/c and 250/_m t/c's for
test point No. 5 and ambient. For the 76 /_m t/c the SNR is very good; >24 db to 500 Hz,
>18 db to 1000 Hz, and >12 db to 2000 Hz. For the 250/_m t/c neglecting the power line
harmonics, the SNR is >20 db out to about 400 Hz and > 12 db out to 1000 Hz.
The discrete frequency component which appears around 1850 Hz in the 250 #m PSD plot
is felt to be mechanical in nature. Possibly, the 76 #m t/c was vibrating in contact with it (prior
to its failure).
Figure 65 is tl_e compensation spectrum for the 76 um t/c for test point No. 5. The gain
correction is about 32 db at 1000 Hz and 39 db at 2000 Hz. Figures 66, 67, and 68 are plots of the
compensated instantaneous time waveforms of the 76/_m t/c for test point No. 5 and ambient.
Figure 67 is a partial display of Figure 66. The overall SNR in the time domain of the
compensated instantaneous time waveform for the 76/_m t/c is about 18 db as can be seen from
the rms values of Figures 66 and 68. Following compensation, the temperature fluctuations were
around 1333K (2400°F) p-p with an rms of about 218K (393°F) rms. The SNR of the
compensated PSD spectrum was >26 db to 500 Hz, >20 db to 1000 Hz, and >14 db to 2000 Hz
(Figure 69). As can be seen in Figures 69 and 70, the PSD signature is basically wideband
random. There were no resonances present in the PSD plots. The low level (--_ 1.4K (2.5°F)
rms/v_J_) fluctuations (Figure 70) are considered to be typical variations for a basically random
signal.
The 250 /_m t/c was compensated for comparison with the 76 um t/c results. Its
compensation spectrum is shown in Figure No. 71. For the limited investigations that were
made, the ensemble averaged PSD plots (Figure No's. 63, 64, 69, 73, and 74) provide the most
straight forward comparison of results between the compensated 76/_m and 250/_m signals. Any
in depth comparisons of the time domain signals must account for differences in bandwidths
and compensation thresholds.
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Figure 63. Power Spectral Density Plots of Uncompensated 76 um (3 mid
Thermocouple Background Noise Compared with Its Compensated Output at
Test Point No. 5 (FIO0 Engine Test)
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Figure 64. Power Spectral Density Plots of Uncompensated 250 #m (10 rail)
Thermocouple Background Noise Compared to Its Uncompensated Output
at Test Point No. 5 (FIO0 Engine Test)
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Figure 65. Compensation Spectrum for 76 /_m (3 mid Thermocouple Output for Test
Point No. 5 "FIO0 Engine Test)
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Figure 66. Instantaneous Temperature vs Time of Compensated 76 /_m (3 rail)
Thermocouple Output (FIO0 Engine Test Point No. 5)
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Figure 67. Expanded Time Segment [rom Figure No. 66
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Figure 68. Instantaneous Temperature us Time of Compensated 76 _m (3 mil)
Thermocouple Background Noise (FIO0 Engine Test)
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Figure 69. Power Spectral Density Plots of Compensated 76 um (3 mil) Thermocouple
Background Noise and Its Compensated Output at Test Point No. 5 (FIO0 .-
Engine Test)
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Figure 70. Linear Power Spectral Density Plot of Compensated 76 pm (3 rail)
Thermocouple Output (FIO0 Engine Test Point No. 5)
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Figure 7I. Compensation Spectrum for 250 pm (10 rail) Thermocouple Output for Test
Point No. 5 (FIO0 Engine Test)
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For the ensemble averaged compensated frequency domain data, the error between the 250
_m t/c and 76 _m t/c data was <-6% up to 100 Hz and <-29% up to 1000 Hz. At frequencies
above the anti-aliasing filter setting (1250 Hz) there is an obvious error in the 250 _m results as
evidenced in Figure 73 by the cross-over in the PSD functions around 1400 Hz.
There are two probable explanations for the observed cross-over in the PSD functions.
(1) It is most likely due to lack of adequate dynamic range (and SNR) in the data acquisition
and analysissystemforthe250_m t/cdata.Comparingthecompensationspectraforthetwo
thermocouplesatthisdatapoint(FigureNo's.65and71)itisevidenthattheoutputofthe250
_m t/catthehigherfrequencieswillbesignificantlylower(i.e.,greaterdynamicrangerequired)
thanforthe76/_m t/c.The lackofdynamicrangeinthesystemwouldresultinhigherthan
actualoutputsatthehigherfrequenciesduetothesystemnoisefloor.When compensated,these
frequencieswouldhaveerroneouslyhighamplitudes.(2)The otherpossiblesourceoftheerror
isthattheanti-aliasingfilterforthe250_m t/cdidnotsetto1250Hz.Itisnormallyina by-
passmode (i.e.,doesnotprovideanyfiltering)andisautomaticallysetby thecomputerpriorto
dataacquisition.The anti-aliasingfilterwas properlysetforthe 76 _m dataacquisitionas
evidencedby the abrupt roll-offin the uncompensatedPSD plotin Figure63.This
characteristicroll-offisnotreadilyapparentinthe250_m PSD plotfortestpointNo.5 (Figure
64).With one signalfilteredand theothernot,theunfilteredsignalwouldindicatehigher
followingcompensation(butonlyinthestop-band).Forthefiltersused,andthecharacteristics
of theseparticulardata,at frequenciesbelow __1000Hz therewould be no differences
attributabletothe76 _m signalbeingfilteredandthe250_m signalnotbeingfiltered.Above
-_i000Hz,theunfilteredresultswouldbeexpectedtoindicatehigher.Reason(1)isthemost
plausible.Note thatinFigure73 thereisan upward slopeinthecompensated76 _m PSD
functionwhichistrackingparalleltothe250_m resultsbeginningaround1550Hz.Thisisan
indicationthatittoohasreachedanoisefloorand isbeingcompensatedtoohighinthisregion.
In judgingthe validityof theDGTMS (dualt/c)technique,identicalresultsforthe
compensated76 _m and 250_m t/csignalsovertheentirebandwidthoftheanalysiswouldbe
highlyindicativethatthe compensationtechniqueiscompletelyvalid.For the lessthan
identicalresultsobtained,considerationmustbe giventotheSNR'S ofthetwosignals.Inthe
bandwidthofgoodSNR (>30 db up to2100 Hz)forbotht/c's,ther_sultsareverygood(<6 %
difference)anda significantgaincompensationisbeingmade tothe250/zmsignal(upto29db).
Resultsinthe100Hz to1000Hz (_29% differences)aregoodconsideringthepowerSNR'sand
veryhighgaincompensationfactorsemployed.At 1000Hz, theSNR oftheuncompensated
250_m t/cSNR is211 db and thegaincorrectionisabout48 db.For the76 _m t/c,the
uncompensatedSNR at1000Hz isabout20 db and thegaincompensationisabout32 db.
Upon closerinspectionof thedifferencesin the two compensatedPSD functions,it
appearsatfirsthatthedifferencesarenotentirelyexplainedby SNR. Iftheassumptionis
made thatneithercompensationspectracontainedanyerrors,thanifwouldbe expectedthat
thecompensated250_m PSD functionwouldbe higherinamplitudeifthe250_m t/csignal
had poorerSNR. Sincethecompensated250_m t/cPSD plotwas lowerinamplitudethanthe
76 _m t/cdata,thiswouldseem toindicatethattheobserved ifferencesmust be primarily
associatedwitherrorsinthecompensationspectra.However,fromFigures63 and64 itcanbe
seenthattheabsolutelevelofbackgroundnoiseforthe250_m t/cis210 db lowerthanthe
backgroundnoiseofthe76/_mt/c.Thus on finalanalysisitisconcludedthatinthe100Hz to
1000Hz bandwidthdifferencesaremost probablyduetopoorSNR inthe250_m t/cdata.In
the bandwidthup to 100 Hz, where thereisgood SNR forbotht/c's,the observed<6%
differencesareconsistentwiththepredictederrorsassociatedwiththemeasurementaccuracy
ofthet/cwirediameters(TableXII).
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Figure 72 shows the compensated time waveform for 250 #m t/c for comparison with the
compensated 76 um t/c signal (Figure No. 67). The comparison is good considering the poorer
SNR and lack of dynamic range in the 250 #m t/c data. The primary differences in these
waveforms are due to the lack of the higher frequency components in the compensated 250 um
t/cwaveform.As seenfromFigures67and 72,thetimephasingoftheinstantaneoussignalsis
goodatthelowerfrequencies.U ingthresholdsof-35 db and -65db forthe76_m and 250um
respectively,thermsand p-pvaluesofthecompensated250_m t/cinstantaneoustimesignalis
- about25% lowerthanthecompensated76_m signal.Thismagnitudeoferrorisconsistentwith
errorsobservedinthecompensatedPSD functions,i.e.,an approximatelyconstanterroracross
thespectrumofa random signalwitha constantphaseangle(thephasingofallfrequencies
above=100 Hz 290°)wouldbeexpectedtoyield--sameerrorintheinstantaneouswaveform.
Note thatutilizationof the relativethresholduringthe compensationprocessprecludes
obtainingsignalscompensatedovertheexactsame bandwidthevenifidenticalthresholdsare
specified.Withthe-65 db thresholdusedforthe250um t/c,itwascompensatedovertheentire
2K Hz analysisbandwidth.The 76 um t/cwas compensatedusinga -35 db thresholdwhich
wouldyielda bandwidthof about1250Hz (Figure63).As statedabove,a more in depth
unambiguousanalysisofresultsinthetimedomainwouldrequiresignalscompensatedtothe
same bandwidth.Thesedataarenotavailablefromthelimitedprocessingaccomplishedunder
thiscontract.
In the FI00 engineinstallation,data from the 76 _m (3 mil)t/cwas sucessfully
compensatedtoabout1250Hz (the-3 db pointoftheantialiasingfilter)and the250#m (10
rail)to about1000 Hz in the timeand frequencydomains.The agreementbetweenthe
compensated76 um and 250um dataprovidedadditionalverificationofthedualt/capproach
developedunderthiscontract.
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Figure 72. Instantaneous Temperature vs Time of Compensated 250 #m (10 mil)
Thermocouple Output (FIO0 Test Point No. 5) .-
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Figure 73. Power Spectral Density Plots of Compensated 76 _m (3 rail) Thermocouple
Output Compared with Compensated 250 _m (10 rail) Thermocouple Output
(FIO0 Engine Test Point No. 5)
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Figure 74. Linear Power Spectral Density Plots of Compensated 76 .m (3 mid
Thermocouple Output Compared with Compensated 250 I_m (10 mid
Thermocouple Output (FIO0 Engine Test Point No. 5)
4. Summary
Dual wire t/c data from a subscale combustor rig and a full-sale F100 engine were acquired
and successfully processed with the computer software developed under this contract. The
technique was found to be very usable in the test stand environment. The data acquisition
system was set-up on two occasions at two separate locations and data acquired without
encountering any major problems or delays. The agreement between the compensated 76 um (3
rail) t/c and the 250 /_m (10 rail) on FI00 engine test data was considered a significant
achievement in verifying the dual wire approach for determining compensation spectra from the
test data. Additional more in depth comparisons are recommended.
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SECTION IV
SUMMARY OF RESULTS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Methods for measuring the dynamic temperature fluctuations from a gas turbine
combustor were surveyed, and from the methods described in the literature, a tw0-wire
thermocouple concept was chosen for detailed design, fabrication and testing. Detailed analysis
of the concept revealed that transient conduction effects were significant for mechanical designs
which would meet contract durability goals. A method of analysis which included both
convective and conductive heat transfer was formulated. The key feature of the analysis method
was modeling the thermocouple element as a cylinder in crossflow, a configuration which was
obtained experimentally using welded thermocouple elements with beadless junctions.
Two probes were fabricated and tested. The first test series was done in an atmospheric
pressure laboratory burner. The second test series was done in an F100 engine. Thermocouple
response spectra, compensation spectra and uncompensated and compefisated waveforms were
obtained for both test series. Simulation of the finite element thermocouple model with analog
electrical circuits verified the analysis method. Extensive investigations into possible error
sources defined the accuracy of the measurement technique for instantaneous and averaged
data.
Several aspects of this investigation should be continued to increase confidence in the
measurement technique. At the beginning of the contract, experimental methods were sought to
directly verify the compensation method. It is desirable to (1) obtain a dynamic temperature
source of known signal character (for example, a pure sine wave of known frequency and
amplitude), and (2) compare the input, known signal with the compensated thermocouple
response. Direct experimental verification of this type would erase any doubts present in
application of the technique. Direct experimental verification of the "performance of the
dynamic gas temperature measurement system is outside the scope of the current contract. The
first recommendation for further work is, therefore, to define and conduct a controlled
experiment which will yield a direct comparison between known input temperature signals and
compensated thermocouple output.
A second area requiring further investigation concerns probe durability and obtaining
increased probe life. The F100 engine test series demonstrated about one hour probe life for the
present design. As described in the Task IV section of this report, the structural design of the
probe was more than adequate for conditions in the engine. It is believed that the sensor
element durability is extremely sensitive to particulate content in the airstream, especially
during engine transients, and, at this time particulate content in the airstream is the hypothesis
for failure. Increase in probe durability could be obtained by reducing sensor element and
support wire lengths. Also, it is recommended that (1) the ceramic stick be modified at its tip to
allow more complete packing of ceramic cement into the holes; and (2) the support wires be left
straight rather than bent. Attempting to bend the support wires to mount the two elements in
the same plane at probe centerline may have caused unacceptable stress concentrations and
inadvertently aided probe failure. Fabrication and use of a probe retraction mechanism would
also alleviate effects of particulates which occur during transients.
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B. PLATINUM/RHODIUM ALLOY PROPERTIES
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C. COMBUSTION GAS PROPERTIES
The followingpropertiesareforthecombustorgasesatthecombustionexitoftheFI00
engine:
FigureC.1. SpecificHeatRatio'(7)
FigureC.2. SpecificHeat(Cp)
FigureC.3. ThermalConductivity
FigureC.4. Viscosity
The propertiesarepresentedoverthetemperaturerange(0-2000K)and fuel/airratiorange
(0.01to0.03)whichencompassestheFI00 operatingrange.In addition,thepropertiesare
independentofpressureovertheF100operatingrange.
Inaddition,thedensityand sonicvelocitycanbe calculatedusingperfectgasequations
anda molecularweightof28.95.The equationsare:
P P
Density, p = 3.4816 × 10-3 T or p = 2.69825 T
where: p = Kg/M 3 where: p = lb/ft 3
T =K T = °R
P =N/M 2 P = PSIA
Sonic Velocity, C = 16.96 _ or C = 41.454
where: C = m/sec where: C = ft/sec
7 = Dim-less 7 = Dim-
less
T =K T = °R
~
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E. DERIVATION OF ELECTRICAL ANALOG OF NINE NODE FINITE ELEMENT
THERMOCOUPLE MODELS
ForthefiniteelementelectricalschematicshowninFigureE-l,thecurrentflowequations
foreachnodecanbedefinedasfollows:b
dE, I i
Co dt = R l (Es- E,)+ Ro (Eo- E,)
dEs 1 I
CI dt = Rx (E,+ F__-2 E,)+ R s (Eo- E,)
i i
CI dt = RI (E,+ E,- 2 E7)+ R3 (Eo- ET)
dE, I 1 I
c2 dt = Rl (E7- E,) + R2 (E,- E,) + R4 (Ec- E,)
dE, 1 1
Cs dt = R2 (E4+ E,- 2 E,) + R5 (EG- E,)
dE 4 1 1
Cs dt = R2 (E,+ E,- 2 E4) + Rs (Eo- E4)
dEs 1 1
Cs dt = R2 (E,+ E4- 2 E,) + R6 (EG- E,)
dE2 1
C3 dt = R2 (Ei+ Es- 2 E2)
dEI 1
Cs dt = R2 (E,+ Eo- 2 E i)
Rearrangingthe electricalcurrentflowequationsinthe same form as theequivalent
thermalequationsresultsinthefollowingsetsofequationpairs:
Node 1
A2 dTi
a At = (To+ T 2- 2TI)
dE_
R2Cs dt = (Eo+ E2- 2Ei)
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Node 2
lz dT2
a At = (T t+ T s- 2T2)
dE2
R2C s dt = (E 1+ E3- 2E2)
Node 3
A2 dT 3 2h' A2
a At = (T 2+ T 4- 2T3) + kD (To- T3)
R2C s dt = (E2+ E4- 2Es) + (Eo- E4)
Node 4
52 dT4 4h' A2
a At = (T s+ T s- 2T4) + kD (To- T 4)
R2C s dt = (E 3+ E5- 2E4) + (Eo- E4)
Node 5
A2 dT5 4h' A2
a At = (T 4+ T 6- 2T5) + kD (TG- T o)
R2C s dt = (E 4+ E8- 2E5) + (Eo- Es)
Node 6
1 (D2A_ ) ATe 5D22-_ -a-; + _ _t : _T_-%) + _ _T_-%)
2
+ kd2 = (h'DA5 + hd52) (To- T_)
R 1C 2 dt = (E7- E6) + (E 5- E6) + (Eo- E6)
Node 7
52 AT7 4h' 52
a At = (T6+ T s- 2T7) + kD (T o- T7) :-
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S(s )R l C1 dt = (E6 + Es - 2E7) + (E o - F__)
Node 8 J
52 AT8 4h' _2
a At = (T 7+ T9- 2Ts) + kd (TG- T s)
dEs Rl
R 1C 1 dt = (Fm+ F__- 2Es) + 1_ (EG- Es)
Node 9
52 AT 9 2h_2
a At -- (Ts - Tg) + kd (TG - T9)
dE9 RI
RtC O dt = (E8+ Eg) + Ro (EG- F_)
On inspection of the equation pairs, the equivalent dimensionless coefficent groups can be
equated for the thermal and electrical networks to produce the following identities:
A2
R2C3=
R2 2h'A2
R8 = kD
R 2 4h'A2
R 5 = kD
R IC2= 2a _ +
RI 5 D 2
R2 = h d2
Rt 2
R_ = kd2 (h'Dh5+ hd52)
62 62
Rt Cl = a and Rt CO= 2a
R 1 4h52 R l 2h'52
R3 = kd and Ro = kd
Ifa valueofClisselected,thentheremainingRC valuescan be calculatedas follows: "-
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R lCl= a and Rx= CI a
Cl
Co= 2
R lkd
R3 = 4h52
[ ]1R4= R I 2kd2 (hT)A5 + hd52)
whereh'= h (d) '/2
R2=R_ (A'_-D-_)
C2 = R 12a d2 + 62
Rs= R2 4h'A2
R6= 2Rs
A_
C3 = R2a
o
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F. LIST OF SYMBOLS
Symbol Description Units
A Constant infinite element transfer function equations Meters-sec/K
= D2 A/8 a AT
an Amplitude of the gas temperature at frequency fn K
an(f) an as a function of frequency K
a I Amplitude of the small 76 um (0.003 in.) K
thermocouple element
a2 Amplitude of the large 254 um (0.010 in.) K
thermocouple element
B Constant infinite element transfer function equation Meters-sec/K
= d2 6/8 a AT
C Constant infinite element transfer function equation Meters
= D2/4 A
C1_3 Capacitance of electrical analog RC newtork _ farads
component
Cn Radian frequency = 2 _r fn Radians/sec
Cpw Specific heat of thermocouple wire Cal/grams-K
D Large thermocouple element diameter at junction Meters
d Small thermocouple element diameter at junction Meters
E Constant infinite element transfer function equations Meters
= d2/4
E Young's Modulus Newt°n/Meters2
Eg Electrical analog circuit emf corresponding to gas Volts
temperature
F_.r/c Electrical analog circuit emf corresponding to Volts
thermocouple temperature
F Constant infinite element transfer function equations Meters
= F D1/2A/2 a
F/A Free Stream gas fuel-air ratio Dim-less
FTIT F100 engine third turbine vane gas probe temperature K
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Symbol Description Units
f Frequency Hz
f. nth frequency window in frequency space Hz
G Constant infinite element transfer function equations Meters
- = r dv26/2 a
G Thermocouplesignalgain Dim-less
Ga Designsafetyfactorforvibrationalstress Dim-less
Gu(f) MeasuredFFT Autospectraldensityfunctionof K2/Hz
smallerdiametert/c Phase-- degrees
G12(f) Measured FFT cross-spectr_d density function between K2/Hz
smalland largediametert/c's Phase-- degrees
St(f) MeasuredFFT spectrumofsmallerdiametert/c K
Phase-- degrees
g Accelerationf gravity Meters/sec2
H Probeceramic-height Meters
H(f) Measured transfer function (FFT frequency response Gain -- dim-less
function) of larger diameter t/c with respect to small- Phase -- degrees
er diameter t/c
h+, hg Convective film coefficient of t/c element Watt/m2K
h- Convective film coefficient of t/c support wire Watt/m2K
I Moment of inertia Meters4
j Time index Seconds
kc Thermal conductivity of the probe ceramic Cal/sec-Meter-K
k_ Thermal conductivity of the gas Cal/sec-Meter-K
kW Thermal conductivity of the thermocouple wire Cal/sec-Meter-K
L Length of the probe thermocouple support wire Meters
1 One half of the length of the probe thermocouple Meters
element wire
M or M. Free stream gas Mach number Dim-less
m Probe mass/unit length grams/Meter
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Symbol Description Units
n Cyclic frequency -- subscript Hz
N Number of ensemble averages Dim-less
Nu Convective heat transfer Nusselt number for the ther- Dim-less
mocouple wire
P or PT Gas total pressure Newton/Mete r2
Prs Gas Prandtl number Dim-less
R0--. R5 Resistance of electrical analog RC network compo- ohms
nents
S Probe stress Newton/Meters2
SNR Thermocouple signal-to-noise ratio Dim-less
T,T_, Tw Gas total temperature K
T B Probe ceramic base temperature K
Tn Instantaneous temperature of thermocouple wire at K
frequency n
Tp Probe ceramic tip temperature K
Txpea k Maximum peak in instantaneous temperature of ther- K
mocouple wire at spacial location X
to Arbitrary time reference Seconds
Ugor V Gas free stream velocity Meters/sec
X Spacial index -- subscript Dim-less
Symbol Greek Symbols Units
a Thermal diffusivity of the thermocouple wire Meters2/sec
F Aerodynamic parameter which is defined as = 0.48 kg MetersZ/2/sec
_, Gas stream ratio of specific heats Dim-less
.y2 Coherence function Dim-less
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S_rabol Greek S_mbols Units
A Finitelementmodel spacingofthethermocouple Meters
supportwire
AT Temperaturedifference K
At Time step sec
6 Finitelementmodel spacingof thermocouple Meters
elementwire
%,,o, Transferfunctionerror %
_" Transferfunction(gainand phase)ofthe Gain -- dim-less
thermocouplewirewithrespectothe gas Phase -- degrees
temperatureat frequencyf.
7 Fin efficiencyfunction= V_ 4 Nu kg/D2kc 1/_Meters
71. Phase shift of the 76 _m (0.003 in.) thermocouple Degrees
with respect to gas temperature at frequency fa
72. Phaseshiftofthelargerdiameterthermocouplewith Degrees
respectogastemperatureat frequencyfa
0,. Peak amplitudeof thesmallerdiameterthermocouple K
at frequencyf.
0t(f) 01.as a functionoffrequency K
02. Peak amplitudeof thelargerdiameterthermocouple K
at frequencyf.
82(f) 02.as a functionof frequency K
_i Stressconstantforcantileverbeam Dim-less
},h Phaseshiftofsmallerdiameterthermocoupleat Degrees
frequencyfnwithrespecto arbitrarytimeto
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Symbol Greek Symbols Units
)'1(f} )`in as a function of frequency Degrees
)'2n Phase shift of larger diameter thermocouple at Degrees
frequency fn with respect to arbitrary time t o
),2(f) )'has a function of frequency Degrees
Boltzmann constant J/K
ug Gas stream viscosity Grams/Meter-sec
Pw Density of the thermocouple wire Grams/Meter3
pg Density of the gas stream Grams/Meter3
¢_ Phase shift of the gas temperature with respect to Degrees
arbitrary time toat frequency fn
¢(f) ¢_ as function of frequency Degrees
€ Fin efficiency Dim-less
7212(f) Measured FFT ordinary coherence function between Dim-less
larger diameter t/c and smaller diameter t/c
B
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